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ABSTRACT

Development is ordinarily understood as economic growth. For Amartya Sen,
however, this is not so, no matter how good the Gross Domestic Product (GDP) might
be, that cannot be equated with development. Viewing growth in GDP as the single
indicator of development is a traditional concept of economic development. Sen, in
contrast, maintains that the main purpose of country develQpment is to provide
freedoms to human beings. He insists that freedom is both the principal means and
primary end of development. Freedoms enhance human capabilities enabling people to
live as they wish and to do what they desire. Fundamentally, all humans hold some
capacity to choose what is best for them; true human freedom therefore means the
ability of persons to do those things that they themselves choose.
One of Sen's major contributions is merging the contrasting views of ethics
and economics. Profitability and ethics remain on opposite poles, constituting a
permanent conflict of interest. The present research aims to demonstrate the possibility
of applying Sen's philosophy of freedom to national development.
Sen defines development in tenns of human beings, making persons the key
factor and core focus, not merely a tool, of development. This is indeed human
development. The objective is to enhance human well-being and to improve the quality
of lives. He argues that income, though necessary for living, is only a mechanism
giving access to goods, not something leading to the ultimate goal of sustainable
development.
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Sustainable development must take into account providing people the freedom
to choose according to their needs and desires. People must have freedom of choice,
including the capabilities needed to perform activities they value and to develop
themselves in ways of their own choosing. Sen's freedom agenda includes political and
economic rights, the ability to participate in society without shame, transparency
among individuals and the state, and finally, security protecting persons from all kinds
of threat. These are at once indicators of and approaches to appropriate development.
This kind of development is conducive to more freedom, allowing the people to
generate more capabilities to live their lives and enriching the quality of life. Sen's
concept of poverty contrasts with the general understanding of poverty as a shortage of
material assets. Sen understands poverty rather as a kind of capabilities deprivation.
The present research finds that if governments are to engage in genuine
national development, the five items of Sen's freedom agenda must be incorporated in
order to put the country on the right track and to better emphasize human beings as the
center of development. This would go beyond development in economic and material
terms, and even beyond the innovations that are greatly influencing today's world.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
Traditional development economics has been less successful in
characterizing economic development, which involves expansion of
people capabilities. For this, economic growth is only a means and
often not a very efficient means either. (Sen, 1998, p. 504)

Amartya Sen, economist, philosopher, and 1998 winner of the Nobel Prize in
Economics is a major contributor to the field of economics, especially welfare
economic, ethics, and philosophy. He gives an inspiring view of human development
and well-being, which had been too narrowly defined by previous economists. While
conventional wisdom has emphasized economic growth, Sen advocates building up
human capabilities so that people may lead the kinds lives they value.
Sen's works are devoted to providing a framework for evaluating the well-being
of society. He suggests that people with functioning capabilities will achieve happier
lives. He defines "capabilities" as the ability to act, as what people can or cannot do
and be. Capabilities include being well nourished, being able to read, write, and
communicate, and to take part in society, and escaping avoidable morbidity and
premature mortality. He maintains that these are basic human capabilities: "If a person
dies prematurely or suffers from a painful and threatening disease, it would be, in most
cases, legitimate to conclude that she did have a capability problem," (Sen, 1999a,
p. 131).
One general tool used in measuring the success of economic development, the
Gross National Product (GNP), has been widely used as an indicator of national wellbeing. GNP has now been replaced by the similar Gross Domestic Product (GDP) as
the preferred measure, however, both measures may be criticized as not measuring
economic growth accurately, especially in cases of economic activity that is not
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included among measured transactions (such as housekeeping and building one's own
home), or where the data required for calculating GDP is scarce or hidden from public
view, for example in cases of private and institutional fraud.
Even though GDP as an indicator can make an economy appear smaller than it
really is in some cases, it is still very much actively utilized, and is regarded as the
handiest tools for economic estimation and prediction. Such inadequacies of GDP
measurements are obvious but may be inevitable, so that apparent discrepancies
between developed and developing countries may be exaggerated. People in
developing countries often conduct financial transactions outside the monetary system,
widening the apparent margin · between them and developed countries. Such
transactions outside the monetary system can skew GDP making it a poor measure of
the wealth of the nation.
Sen proposes "development ethics" as a new development paradigm aimed at
"human development" focused on providing freedom and expanding opportunities for
self-improvement to all people. This paradigm takes into account the relationship
between material gain and ethics in the pursuit of the good life. He sees that
development guided by old-fashioned economics has many basic drawbacks and
envisions balancing economics and ethics as two distinct things that must appear
together in order to achieve sustainable development. Sen writes,

Traditional Themes in the Light of Recent Experiences - Growth is not
the same thing as development and the difference between the two has
been brought out by a number of recent contributions to development
economics.(Sen, 1998,p.489)

Sen presents his capabilities and functioning approach as providing more
freedom, understood as greater capability to do or to become by virtue of being human,
to perform functions such as being adequately nourished, being free from avoidable
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disease, having good life expectancy, being able to read, write and communicate,
taking part in the life of the community, and having self-respect. Accordingly, Sen
primarily values freedom, regarding "development" as "freedom" and "freedom" as
"capability".
Sen proposes the capabilities concept in Resources, Values and Development,

A characteristic - as used in consumer theory - is a feature of a good,
whereas a capability is a feature of a person in relation to goods.
Having some rice gives me the capability of functioning in a particular
way, e.g. without nutritional deficiencies of particular types. The
capability to function is the thing that comes closest to notion of
positive freedom, and if freedom is valued then capability itself can
serve as an object of value and moral importance. (Sen, 1998, pp. 3156)

This impiies that Sen prioritizes human capabilities, what one can do and how,
over the qualities of material goods. The sense of this is quite obvious, for example, in
having a computer at home; one who knows how to use it, having that capability, can
achieve a great deal, including developing other skills for making more income and
leading to a happier life. Without that capability the computer would be worth nothing.
This is why Sen argues that capabilities are as valuable as freedom.
The capabilities approach not only helps shape the way we evaluate well-being
and human development away from traditional Utilitarianism toward building up
human capabilities, but Sen also argues that since personal happiness is relative to the
individual, the utility of goods in fulfilling personal desires varies from person to
person and fair distribution based on utility is therefore difficult to achieve. Sen's
alternative, the capabilities approach, should be a better means in dealing with the
happiness of the people, leading to better conceptual tools for economists devising
development strategies. He writes,
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A person's "capability" refers to the alternative combinations of
functionings that are feasible for her to achieve. Capability is thus a
kind of freedom .... For example, an affluent person who fasts may
have the same functioning achievement in terms of eating or
nourishment as a destitute person who is forced to starve, but the first
person does have a different "capability set" than the second (the first
can choose to eat well and be well nourished in a way the second
cannot). (Sen, 1999a, p. 75)
Like other philosophers, Sen gives high value to freedom. In "Food and
Freedom" he agrees with Isaiah Berlin's concept of negative and positive freedom:

The negative view sees freedom exclusively in terms of the
independence of the individual from interference by others, including
governments, institutions and other persons. The positive view, which
can be characterized in many different ways, sees freedom not in terms
of the presence or absence of interference by others, but in terms of
what a person is actually able to do or to be. (Sen, 1987a, pp. 2-3) ·

Imagine, for example, a hungry person capable of accessing sufficient food but
who gives up eating; his negative freedom has not been violated as there is no
interference from others. On the other hand, if someone takes away his money and he is
no longer able to acquire food, then his negative freedom has been being violated.
In the introduction to Sen's famous book Development as Freedom, he writes,
"Development can be seen, it is argued here, as a. process of expanding the real
freedoms that people enjoy," (1999a, p. 3). On many occasions in this book, Sen refers
to the ability of a person to move around and live the life he or she has reason to value
as a life of substantive freedom. He makes the point that genuine development not only
promotes freedom but also removes obstacles to freedom: "Development requires the
removal of major sources of unfreedom: poverty as well as tyranny, poor economic
opportunities as well as systematic social deprivation," (1999a, p. 3).
Sen gives detailed perspectives on "intrinsic freedom" and "instrumental
freedom". From the first perspective, "Greater freedom enhances the ability of people
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to help themselves," (1999a, p. 18); from the other, "The instrumental role of freedom
concerns the way different kinds of rights, opportunities, and entitlements contribute to
the expansion of human freedom in general, and thus to promoting development,"
(1999a, p. 37). We can see that while intrinsic freedom is valuable for personal
achievement and development, instrumental freedom is required to promote
achievement overall.
Among various arguments, Sen puts forward his ideas on the relationship of
income to freedom,

If we have reasons to want more wealth, we have to ask: What precisely
are these reasons, how do they work, on what are they contingent and
what are the things we can "do" with more wealth? In fact, we
generally have excellent reasons for wanting more income or wealth.
This is not because income and wealth are desirable for their own sake,
but because, typically, they are admirable general-purpose means for
having more freedom to lead the kind of lives we have reason to value.
(Sen, 1999a,p.14)

We can see that income is a

me~

to an end, which is freedom, the freedom to

live a happier life. In fact, this idea is not new, but was articulated by Aristotle in the

Nicomachean Ethics, some 2500 years ago.
The life of money-making is one undertaken under compulsion, and
wealth is evidently not the good we are seeking; for it is merely useful
and for the sake of something else. And so one might rather take the
objects to be ends; for they are loved for themselves. (Aristotle, 2007,
p. 5)
Sen agrees with Aristotle's view that income and wealth are instruments for
acquiring ends, the kind of life we have reason to value, or things that are loved for
themselves. Neither denies that seeking income is a basic human endeavor aimed at
fulfilling happiness or living the life one wants. Sen does not reject income as a gauge
of human development. Rather, the philosophy behind the capabilities approach gives a
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wider perspective to human development leading to better strategies for the well-being
of society.
Sen understands "freedom" as hwnan capability to function: to do or to act so as
to lead the kind of life one values. This concept has changed the philosophy of
economic development away from GDP considerations and towards hwnan
capabilities. His ideas have greatly influenced the United Nations Development
Program (UNDP) as may be seen in the following statement.

People are the real wealth of a nation-both men and women. The basic
objective of development is to create an enabling environment for
people to enjoy long, healthy and creative lives. This may appear to be
a simple truth but it is often forgotten in the immediate concern with the
accwnulation of commodities and financial wealth. (UNDP 1990)
Apart from Sen and Aristotle, J. S. Mill shares these views on happiness. In

Utilitarianism, Mill writes,
The creed which accepts as foundation of morals, Utility, or the
Greatest Happiness Principle, holds that actions are right in proportion
as they tend to promote happiness, wrong that as they tend to produce
the reverse of happiness. By happiness is intended pleasure, and the
absence of pain; by unhappiness, pain and the privation of pleasure.
(Mill, 2002, p. 9-10)

According to the Utilitarians what a person does as means is right if and only if
it promotes happiness, which is the fulfillment of desires, the ends. Mill elaborates,

The utilitarian morality does recognize in humap. beings the power of
sacrificing their own greatest good for the good of others. It only
refuses to admit that the sacrifice is itself a good. A sacrifice which
does not increase, or tend to increase, the sum total of happiness, it
considers as wasted. (Mill, 2002, p. 24)

We can see that for Mill an action reducing one's own happiness is not good in
itself but can be considered good if and only if it promotes the greatest happiness of the
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greatest number. We can conclude here that a person able to achieve what he or she
desires would be happy. However, Mill approaches action in terms of desire
fulfillment, while Sen emphasizes human capabilities. In "Human Capital and Human
Capability", published in World Development, 1997, Sen writes,

I would like to comment on the connection as well as contrast between
two distinct but related areas of investigation in understanding the
processes of economic and social development: the accumulation of
"human capital" and the expansion of "human capability." The former
concentrates on the agency of human beings - through skill and
knowledge as well as effort - in augmenting production possibilities.
The latter focuses on the ability of human beings to lead lives they have
reason to value and to enhance the substantive choices they have. (Sen,
1997, p. 1959)

Sen sees that the expansion of human capabilities will enlarge choices for
satisfying more types of desire, leading to happier lives. Apart from individual
capabilities, this relates to increased social productivity in that, collectively, human
capabilities become human capital.

In The Wealth of Nations, Adam Slnith develops the theory of the division of
labor suggesting that one way to increase human capital and the wealth of a nation is to
divide production processes into smaller units of contiguous work, with each person
trained for a specific unit. This would improve productivity and, finally, increase both
individual well-being and the wealth of the nation. Smith writes,

The greatest improvements in the productive powers of labor, and the
greater part of the skill, dexterity, and judgment, with which it is
anywhere directed, or applied, seem to have been the effects of the
division of labor. (Smith, 2005, p. 10)
and

It is the great multiplication of the productions of all the different arts,
in consequence of the division of labor, which occasions, in a wellgovemed society, that universal opulence which extends itself to the
lowest ranks of the people. Every workman has a great quantity of his
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own work to dispose of beyond what he himself has occasion for; and
every other workman being exactly in the same situation, he is enabled
to exchange a great quantity of his own goods for a great quantity or,
what comes to the same thing, for the price of a great quantity of theirs.
(Smith, 2005, p. 16)

This implies that individuals should have the capability, one way or the other, to
enhance their situation and to lead better lives. Smith and Sen agree that the
improvement of human skills or capabilities is a means to social well being. With
greater skills, people can be more productive, yielding more income enabling them to
enjoy a happier life.
Among others, John Rawls has had a major influence on Sen. He proposes a
theory of justice involving fairness in the social distribution of "primary goods"-that
is the things that are basic to human happiness. He divides primary social goods
roughly into three categories ranked from political concerns (rights and liberties) to
capabilities (opportunities and powers) to economic goods (income and wealth). Rawls
writes, "The primary social goods, to give them in broad categories, are rights and
liberties, opportunities and powers, income and wealth" (Rawls, 1999, p. 79).
However, these goods are means not ends. Although what Rawls calls "primary
goods" are necessary, they are but tools for achieving the human end: happiness. On
the means-end relation Rawls writes,

A man is happy when he is more or less successfully in the way of
carrying out this plan. To put it briefly, the good is the satisfaction of
rational desire. We are to suppose, then, that each individual has a
rational plan of life drawn up subject to the conditions that confront
him. (Rawls, 1999, p. 79-80)
Sen and Rawls seem to agree that men have rational desires, what Sen calls
"reason to value". Those who succeed in carrying out their plans, for Rawls, or who
have the capabilities to function, for Sen, are happy.
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Contemporary philosopher Martha Nussbaum agrees with Sen's capabilities
approach, as noted in Women and Human Development,

I shall argue that the best approach to this idea of a basic social
minimum is provided by an approach that focuses on human
capabilities, that is, what people are actually able to do and to be - in a
way informed by an intuitive idea of a life that is worthy of the dignity
of the human being. (Nussbaum, 2001, p. 5)

According to the UNDP, development based on traditional economic indicators
like GDP is economy-centric. Traditionally, the growth of nation is measured by
monetary income. However, income is only a means to the end, happiness according to
Aristotle. Nevertheless, Smith believes that the development of human capabilities is a
way to increase happiness in a society. He argues that the division of labor, breaking
the processes of production into segments and training each worker for each individual
job, would result in the worker earning more income for his specialized capability.
Similarly, Sen argues that the development of human capabilities would bring
about freedom, the freedom to lead the kind of life one values or has reason to value.
Sen's capabilities approach differs from Mill's Utilitarianism in that Utilitarianism
focuses on the benefits of consumption, leading to a focus on the distribution of goods.
Sen rather opts for human development, arguing that the Utilitarian approach cannot
yield fair distribution since different individuals have different desires and different
levels of satisfaction. The development of human capabilities, he argues will enhance
personal freedoms so that people are able to do that which they value.
Rawls develops the idea of social distribution involving primary goods as a
framework for fair distribution. Sen is concerned that this approach remains concerned
with what goods can do to a person rather than what a person can do with the goods.
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Nussbaum agrees with Sen that a capability-based strategy will lead to development
and freedom.
Despite his widely accepted capability approach, there are many arguments
among scholars, some supportive, some presenting alternatives. In this thesis I examine
the major arguments for and against, and argue that Sen's capabilities approach can
help to contribute to the well being of society because it promotes positive freedoms in
the sense that it helps people to help themselves.
Amartya Sen's contributions are multidisciplinary, including the fields of
economics, politics, and ethics. The present research approaches Sen's ideas from a
philosophical rather than economic or political perspective.
The present approach is normative, involving exposition, diseussion, and
evaluation. It is documentary, based on primary and secondary sources, including
various books and articles. The sources are primarily Amartya Sen's works and the
works of other scholars available in print and online. The scope of the research is
focused on Sen' s concept of freedom, particularly what he calls "instrumental
freedoms".
Chapter 2, Paradigms of Development: This chapter traces the concept of
development as it has evolved through different view points culminating with the work
of Sen.
Chapter 3, The Instrumental Freedoms: The Capabilities approach is discussed
with emphasis on the philosophical constructs "capability" and "freedom".
Chapter 4, Critiques of the Instrumental Freedoms: Sen's fivefold agenda of
freedoms and capabilities are explained further in the context of the work of other
scholars, including some whose ideas parallel Sen's and some who differ.
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Chapter 5, Conclusion: This chapter gives the researcher's conclusions and
proposals based on the works reviewed in previous chapters, together with
recommendations for further research.

CHAPTER2

PARADIGMS OF DEVELOPMENT
Most, including the great thinkers in the past, have conceived of development
in terms of the material wealth of individuals and nations. This view of development is
overly simplistic, aiming only at GDP growth through labor, productivity, and
competitiveness in the business sector. More recently, the concept of development has
expanded to include other concerns, such as the standard of living, social infrastructure,
public health, and literacy. Such expansion humanizes the concept somewhat, but
leaves it far from the ideal definition of development. We begin here with concept of
development at its earliest and most crude, that of Adam Smith.

2.1 Development as the Wealth of Nations

Adam Smith may be first thinker to address the issue of the wealth of nations
and how it may be increased. His main suggestion is through the division of labor. The
theory is that manufacturing can be accelerated by separating the process into a number
of much simpler tasks performed by distinct persons and groups, each assigned to a
specific task. This would not only speed up the process, according to the theory, but
also increase the number ofjobs. Increased productivity would yield national economic
development, bringing prosperity and happiness. Smith succinctly articulates his views
on productivity, labor, and the accumulation of wealth as a means to development in
the following.

Every man is rich or poor according to the degree in which he can
afford to enjoy the necessaries, conveniences, and amusements of
human life. But after the division of labour has once thoroughly taken
place, it is but a very small part of these with which a man's own labour
can supply him. The far greater part of them he must derive from the
labour of other people, and he must be rich or poor according to the
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quantity of that labour which he can command, or which he can afford
to purchase. (Smith, 2005, p. 31)

Smith was too keen to imagine that economic status alone would translate into
enjoyment. Rather, achieving enjoyment requires that individuals work together as a
team. It may then be understood that the enjoyment of life, as a whole, derives from the
contributions of labor that the people make, and that those who contribute the most
labor would be the richest. Hence, for Smith, labor is merely a tool for accumulating
the wealth that renders enjoyment. Smith explains,

That wealth consists in money, or in gold and silver, is a popular notion
which naturally arises from the double function of money, as the
instrument of commerce, and as the measure of value. Jn consequence
of its being the instrument of commerce, when we have money-we can
more readily obtain whatever else we have occasion for, than by means
of any other commodity. The great affair, we always find, is to get
money. (Smith, 2005, p. 342)

Smith related the definition of wealth to popular notions of money, gold, and
silver, and noted that money, in sufficient quantities, could be exchanged for the
enjoyment of life. The idea is simple: money is the instrument of economic exchange;
its function is to purchase the things people want. Individuals are thus encouraged to
accumulate as much money as possible in order to be able to grasp every opportunity
that presents itself.
Smith's concept of the relation of wealth or development with prosperity and
enjoyment is simple and beyond doubt: money or purchasing power can yield
enjoyment. Prosperity is thus definitely a sign of development, and it is necessary to
encourage people to accumulate money to purchase what they want and need.
However, occasions or opportunities are also important and should be discussed in at
least two aspects.
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First: Occasions, defined as opportunities to earn money, belong to the rich
rather than to the poor. The wealthy are brought up with many opportunities while the
poor must struggle to gain access to those opportunities. The wealthy have more
purchasing power from birth, while the poor may need to struggle just to stay alive.
The situation is analogous to that of businesses. Well-funded businesses with greater
capital can operate with fewer obstacles and more quickly take advantage of
opportunity than can less well-funded businesses. They can break even quickly and
gain profit from new enterprises while new entrepreneurs with limited capital must
struggle to open even a small shop. Taking this fact into account, we see how important
occasions or opportunities are, and how important it is for society to provide
opportunities for ordinary citizens to take part in economic activity.

Second: In terms of quality of life, the wealthy can be considered to have
greater capability than the poor. For example, when the wealthy get sick they can
access the best medical care available both at home and abroad. In contrast, the poor
may have no choice beyond nearby public hospitals or private pharmacies, regardless
of the quality of the care or of the number of patients at these institutions. This
circumstance is one of the critical issues stemming from differential opportunities as
discriminative capabilities.
Two central features may be abstracted from the preceding discussion:
economic facilities and social opportunities. These constitute fundamental entitlements
that should be provided and guaranteed in any population. It is obvious that the country
as a whole is responsible for the creation and provision of these entitlements.
Adam Smith interpreted wealth as a tool for achieving well-being and held
that all must work hand-in-hand in accumulating the wealth of the nation. However, his
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approach is excessively materialistic, and his concept of the division of labor is rather
robotic and not sophisticated enough meet the challenges of globalization.
Many thinkers have been influenced by Adam Smith and his materialism. Karl
Marx, John Stuart Mill, Jeremy Bentham, and John Maynard Keynes all developed
their theories of political economy on a materialistic paradigm, and this is one major
difference between their theories and those of Amartya Sen, who employs a much more
human paradigm.
Karl Marx, the prominent political and economic theorist, emphasized the
value of labor. Here again, the importance of labor in creating national wealth is
discussed, but in a socialist sense,

As the number of the cooperating laborers increases so too does their
resistance to the domination of capital, and with it, the ·necessity for
capital to overcome this resistance by counter-pressure. The control
exercised by the capitalist is not only a special function, -due to the
nature of the social labor-process, and peculiar to that process, but it is,
at the same time, a function of the exploitation of a social laborprocess, and is consequently rooted in the unavoidable antagonism
between the exploiter and the living and laboring raw material he
exploits. (Marx, 2010, p. 227)

Marx attended to how laborers are utilized in the creation of wealth. He
critiqued theories of manpower, including upgrading skills, efficient work hours,
production techniques, and all else that boosts productivity. This purely theoretical
point of view, Marx argued, was narve in that it led to confrontation between the
working class and the elites. The capitalists, or business owners, were bound to put
more and more pressure on workers to increase productivity, for example through
longer working hours. Smith had seemed to take for granted that in generating wealth
for the business, both workers and owners would gain. Although Marx put a great deal
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of thought into the human side of development, that is, for the benefit of human beings,
he hovered around the concept of the value of money. For example,

It is because all commodities, as values, are realized human labor, and
therefore commensurable, that their values can be measured by one and
the same special commodity, and the latter be converted into the
common measure of their values, i.e., into money. Money as a measure
of value, is the phenomenal form that must of necessity be assumed by
that measure of value which is imminent in commodities, labor-time.
(Marx,2010,p.66)

Marx argued that labor adds "alue to goods, and so labor itself should be
measured in terms of value per hour, as labor-time. Hence, it is logical to pay workers
according to time they spend on work. In this sense, labor may be considered a
commodity. Marx argued that the working class must receive a share ofthe wealth of
well-being that they create for the nation. He promoted the value of the working class,
as in this statement,

The capitalist maintains his rights as a purchaser when he tries to make
the working day as long as possible, and to make, whenever possible,
two working days out of one. On the other hand, the peculiar nature of
the commodity sold implies a limit to this consumption by the
purchaser, and the laborer maintains his right as seller when he wishes
to reduce the working day to one of definite normal duration. (Marx,
2010, p. 161)

Marx spoke on behalf of the working class, emphasizing that working hours
are a kind of commodity that comes with a price. Workers are entitled to choose to sell
their labor or not to sell. Furthermore, they have the right to negotiate not only wages
but also monthly working hours. Marx anticipated that business owners would surely
increase working hours for more productivity, with or with out the workers' consent,
and he demanded fair treatment on both wages and working conditions.
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Regardless of his many arguments in support of fair treatment and wages for
laborers, Marx's political economy is fundamentally rooted in the same paradigm that
sees money as the single requisite tool for accessing desired objects and for improving
one's life.

John Stuart Mill agreed that the wealth of a nation is an indicator of prosperity
and well-being,

The wealth of a country consists of the sum total of the permanent
sources of enjoyment, whether material or immaterial, contained in it:
and labor or expenditure which tends to augment or to keep up these
permanent sources, should, we conceive, be termed productive. (Mill,
2000, p. 60-61)

Mill shared the same overall view as Marx and his predeeessors, but he
equated wealth to enjoyment or happiness. Crudely stated, this means the richer the
country becomes, the happier the citizens. However, there is a huge cost in the
utilization of labor to keeping up national

happines~ontinuous

labor is the only way

to maintain enjoyment. Mill saw things in characteristic terms of utilization as a means
to happiness, and the aim of all actions as the avoidance pain and access to happiness.
He defined justice as protecting individuals from being treated unjustly or deprived of
legal rights. In particular, this means that the country must take care of its laborers,
enabling them to maintain progress for the happiness of the country as a whole. The
following shows how Mill saw workers in terms of utility in the production of material
wealth,

The net produce of a country is whatever is annually produced beyond
what is necessary for maintaining the stock of materials and
implements unimpaired, for keeping all productive laborers alive and in
condition for work, and for just keeping up their numbers without
increase. (Mill, 2000, p. 65)
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Mill held that in order to maintain the wealth, or overall enjoyment, of the
country, productive labor must be maintained in good condition so that it will be ready
to work. Otherwise, the whole country will be unproductive. Hence, the happiness of
the country relies primarily on the workability of its labor and keeping labor productive
contributes to the wealth of the country.
John Maynard Keynes is another economist whose work, broadly and overall,
conforms to the materialistic paradigm. However, he also paid a great deal of attention
to personal income and savings as an important piece of the overall economic
condition. Keynes quotes from Marshall's Pure Theory of Domestic Values to
exemplify his own belief: "The whole of a man's income is expended in the purchase
of services and of commodities. It is indeed commonly said that a man spends some
portion of his income and saves another," (Keynes, 2008, p. 17).
Keynes discussed income and savings then pointed out the effect of
unemployment on income and on individuals and government,

On the other hand, a decline in income due to a decline in the level of
employment, if it goes far, may even cause consumption to exceed
income but only by some individuals and institutions using up the
financial reserves which they have accumulated in better times, but also
by the government, which will be liable, willingly or unwillingly, to run
into a budgetary deficit or will provide unemployment relief; for
example, out of borrowed money.
(Keynes,2008,p.89)

Keynes suggested that government can remedy economic decline and
attendant unemployment by interventions like subsidies to increase consumption. That,
in turn would lead to expansion and maintaining or increasing the rate of employment.
We may conclude, then, that earlier great theorists of economic development
fell into materialistic paradigms involving material capital such as labor, funds,
savings, and, definitely, money as the medium of exchange. Though humanistic points
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of view were expressed by Marx as an advocate of the working class against
capitalism, by Mill as an advocate of the greatest happiness for all, and by Keynes in
his cries for government intervention to help the unemployed, they were still far from a
breakthrough from traditional economics dominated by materialism to an ideal version
that cares more about personal well-being and the human capabilities to live the life
that each one values.

2.2 Development as Utility
The English philosopher Jeremy Bentham, known as a founder of
Utilitarianism, gave his underlying ideas of motivation, pain, and pleasure in An
Introduction to the Principles of Morals and Legislation:

Nature has placed mankind under the governance of two sovereign
masters, pain and pleasure. It is for them alone to point out what we
ought to do, as well as to determine what we shall do. On the one hand
the standard of right and wrong, on the other the chain of causes and
effects, are fastened to their throne. They govern us in all we do, in all
we say, in all we think: every effort we can make to throw off our
subjection, will serve but to demonstrate and confirm it. (Bentham,
2000, p. 14)

Bentham clearly states that what drives action are avoidance of pain and the
pursuit of pleasure. We may say that the perception of pain and happiness is subjective,
and Bentham pointed out that our reasoning is based on a subjective concept of utility.
He advocated government measures, legislation, to protect the happiness of the people,

The business of government is to promote the happiness of the society,
by punishing and rewarding. That part of its business which consists in
punishing is more particularly the subject of penal law. In proportion as
an act tends to disturb that happiness, in proportion as the tendency of it
is pernicious, will be the demand it creates for punishment. What
happiness consists of we have already seen: enjoyment of pleasures,
security from pains. (Bentham, 2000, p. 61)
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Bentham held that promoting of the happiness of the people is the highest
priority of any government. Governments can and should implement strategies to
encourage people to do what is required for happiness and to prevent them from
disturbing it. These strategies include legislation and enforcement. All strategies used
and all actions taken by the state should be for the sake of the greatest happiness of the
greatest number of people.
Bentham's belief in the significant role that government should play in
maintaining the happiness and well-beir;g of the people, utilizing happiness and wellbeing rather than income alone as the measure of development, is consistent with
Aristotle,

Every state is a community of some kind, and every community is
established with a view to some good; for mankinds always act in order
to obtain that which they think good. But, if all communities aim at
some good, the state or political community, which is the highest of all,
and which embraces all the rest, aims at good in a greater degree than
any other, and at the highest good. (Aristotle, 2005, p. 3)

Aristotle, one of the first philosophers, emphasized the role of the state. He
recognized the human preference for coming together into communities. The state,
consisting of many communities, exists for the cause of the good. Once a number of
communities join into a large and complex group, that group becomes a formal political
entity~

a state. The purpose of the state is to function for the benefit all participants in it

and for the highest good, according to Aristotle, "But a state exists for the sake of a
good life, and not for the sake of life only; if life only were the object, slaves and brute
animals might form a state, but they cannot, for they have no share in happiness or in a
life of free choice," (Aristotle, 2005, p. 44).
Aristotle advocated the good life, not just being alive. That is, Aristotle
considered a life full of suffering as insufficient. People form states as the best
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guarantee of long lasting happiness and freedom, even if that means they need to share
them. This is what distinguishes humans from animals; animals have never conceived
such an entity as the state.
Bentham held that seeking happiness and avoiding pain is the fundamental
motivation behind all human actions and that it is the role of government to promote
happiness and national prosperity; Aristotle argued that one role of the state is to
manage the shares of happiness among the constituent communities. It should be noted
that both insist on a prominent role for governments and states in development for the
sake of happiness.
It is worth noting here that the major economists and philosophers from
Aristotle to Keynes were all GDP oriented in that they all were concerned with the
accumulation of wealth. Adam Smith's central theme in The Wealth of Nations is that
the pursuit of individual self-interest by each citizen will eventually result in national
growth. Marx was not much different from Smith when it comes to supporting national
growth in terms of what is now called GDP, except for his socialist inclinations. John
Maynard Keynes, one of the most influential economists of the twentieth century, is
famous for developing the ideas of macroeconomics and was definitely an advocate of
growth in GDP terms. Indeed, his general theory of employment, interest, and money,
laid out a number of the ideas that make up the concept of GDP.
For centuries, economists promoted economic development, and we have
witnessed upward economic spirals through most of history. Not until the late twentieth
century did we see stagnation. This condition is represented in recognized limits to
economic growth, continuous labor shortages in spite of global overpopulation, and
increasingly scarce natural resources. All economic theories seem to be approaching
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the limits of their effectiveness. What we are witnessing is the transition of economy
into a static state such as was predicted by Mill in Principles of Political Economy,

It must always have been seen, more or less distinctly, by political
economists, that the increase of wealth is not boundless: that at the end of
what they term the progressive state lies the stationary state, that all
progress in wealth is but a postponement of this, and that each step in
advance is an approach to it. (Mill, 1909)

Whether for Smith, Marx, Bentham or Mill, the overall concept of economic
development is centered in a materialistic perspective. There has been a series of
amendments and corrections contributing to better understanding and application, but
the overall area of research was still restricted by a materialistic paradigm. Even though
Keynes ushered in a new chapter in economic development theory, combining Smith's
fully capitalist and Marx's socialist economics to create Keynesian economics, that
new chapter was yet far from a shift in paradigm toward what the science could ideally
become and the contributions it could make to humanity.

2.3 Development as Human Capabilities
Amartya Sen, Indian professor and 1998 Nobel Laureate in Economics, has
proposed a new way of conceiving development, profoundly restructuring our
understanding. Sen's conception redirects development towards freedoms leading to
capabilities and away from the focus on double-digit economic growth, the individual
pursuit of profit, or merely the wealth of a nation. The kind of development that
promotes human-centered well-being and happiness, according to Sen, would focus on
enhancing human capabilities. Relative to mainstream economics, this would be more
rewarding and should motivate a shift towards human development, according to an
Overseas Development Institute (ODI) briefing paper,
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[Sen's] work has contributed to important paradigm shifts in
economics and development - away from approaches that focus
exclusively on income, growth and utility, with an increased emphasis
on individual entitlements, capabilities, freedoms and rights. (ODI,

2001)
Sen has been praised by scholars and enthusiasts throughout the world for
bringing an ethical dimension to a field dominated by technical specialists. Sen argued
that human freedoms and capabilities are prerequisites for sustainable development,
perceiving that economics and ethics must be combined in order to achieve genuine
social development,

I am, therefore, not arguing that the non-ethical approach to economics
must be unproductive. But I would like to argue that economics, as it
has emerged, can be made more productive by paying greater and more
explicit attention to the ethical considerations that shape human
behavior and judgment. It is not my purpose to write off what has been
or is being achieved, but definitely to demand more. (Sen, 1991, p. 9)

In other words, Sen proposed resolving problems of famine and poverty,

political freedoms, economic facilities, diminished personal rights, and the like by
providing freedoms that aim to increase the capabilities of the people. To summarize
his position: Sen advanced development as a method of expanding economic facilities
and political freedoms; he saw these as containing attributes of both means and ends.
Sen concluded his studies of famine, poverty, life expectancy, mortality, and illiteracy
by introducing a strong underpinning ethical framework that gives his writing a level of
moral authority not common in the economics of his time. One of his conclusions is
that income is not the best measure of well-being,

In fact, given interpersonal diversity, related to such factors as age,
gender, inborn talents, disabilities and illnesses, the commodity
holdings can actually tell us rather little about the nature of the lives
that the respective people can lead. Real incomes can, thus, be rather
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poor indicators of important components of well-being and quality of
life that people have reason to value. (Sen, l 999a, p. 80)

Considering human diversity in terms of such personal factors as age, health,
and ability we can see that poverty or low income is not a good indicator of the
capabilities an individual may have. Since more personal freedoms mean more personal
capabilities, high income can only be counted as one among many factors allowing a
person to live the life he or she wishes. Suppose a person with high income is restricted
by physical disabilities: those disabilities constitute a deprivation of freedom. Similarly,
Sen focuses on poverty as deprivation of freedom and insists that in order to evaluate
the level of freedom, we must take into consideration a wide range of factors involving
human capabilities, not income alone. In his own words,

While it is important to distinguish conceptually the notion of poverty
as capability inadequacy from that of poverty as lowness of income, the
two perspectives cannot but be related, since income is such an
important means to capabilities. And since enhanced capabilities in
leading a life would tend, typically, to expand a person's ability to be
more productive and earn a higher income, we would also expect a
connection going from capability improvement to greater earning
power and not only the other way around. (Sen, l 999a, p. 90)

According to Sen, income and capabilities are interrelated and should be
considered together. People with low incomes may be considered to suffer a lack of
capabilities. An adequate or high income enhances a person's capabilities to live the
live he or she wishes to live. Genuine national development, then, comes with the
enhancement of personal capabilities, leading to personal freedom to live the life each
desires.
Rather than the common focus on income and wealth, Sen suggests a focus on
what he calls capabilities, or substantive human freedoms. He argues also for a broader
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view of freedom, one that encompasses both process and opportunity. Sen's version of
freedom is related to genuine development, in contrast with orthodox economics,

Development can be seen, it is argued here, as a process of expanding
the real freedoms that people enjoy. Focusing on human freedoms
contrasts with narrower views of development, such as identifying
development with growth of gross national product, or with the rise in
personal incomes, or with industrializ.ation, or with technological
advance, or with social modernization. (Sen, 1999a, p. 3)

Sen's concept of development can be traced to Aristotle. Aristotle's emphasis
on "living well and doing well" (Aristotle, 1997, p. 4) can be interpreted as happiness,
and in terms of development, both Aristotle and Sen agree on the promotion of human
well-being. Aristotle:

Let us resume our enquiry and state, in view of the -fact that all
knowledge and every pursuit aims at some good, what it is that political
science aims at and what is the highest of all goods achievable by
action. Verbally there is very general agreement; for both the general
run of men and people of superior refinement say that it is happiness,
and identify living well and dohtg well with being happy; but with
regard to what happiness is they differ, and the many do not give the
same account as the wise. (Aristotle, 1997, p. 5)

Sen identifies two types of freedom, constitutive freedom and instrumental
freedom. Constitutive freedom is the primary end of development, comprising
fundamental factors that would enhance access to the basic necessities of life.
Constitutive freedoms include, for example, freedom from starvation and premature
death, freedom of speech, and opportunity for political participation. Instrumental
freedoms constitute the principal means of development. Sen enumerates five
instrumental freedoms: Political Freedoms, Economic Facilities, Social Opportunities,
Transparency Guarantees, and Protective Security.
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In shor4 freedoms have to do with living conditions whether related to
political, economic, or social life. Sen insists,

Ultimately, the process of economic development has to be concerned
with what people can or cannot do, e.g. whether they can live long,
escape avoidable morbidity, be well nourished, be able to read and
write and communicate, take part in literary and scientific pursuits and
so forth. (Sen, 1998, p. 497)

CHAPTER3

THE INSTRUMENTAL FREEDOMS
For Amartya Sen, individual freedoms are an essential component in the
process of national development, and the level of personal freedom can be used as a
measurement of progress. More options and greater opportunity to do what persons
want to do based on good reasons mean higher levels of development; less freedom of
choice means lower levels of development. Freedoms can be enhanced through public
policies formulated and implemented by governments. Public policies should be
considered effective to the extent that citizens are able to participate freely in political,
social, and economic processes (Sen, 1999a, p. 18-19).
There can be no doubt that a person having more freedom to be or to do the
things he or she desires with good reasons is happier than one with less such freedom.
Sen defines freedom from two perspectives, as primary ends and as principle means of
development. Freedom as primary ends includes the ultimate goals of being able to

read and write, good nutrition, and freedom from hunger, avoidable disease and
premature mortality. Beyond these basic freedoms there are others such as the ability to
participate freely in political, social, and economic activities. These are all valuable in
themselves. Freedom as principle means of development consists in the tools, or
instruments, that enable conditions for being free; Sen calls these "instrumental
freedoms" (Sen, 1999a, p. 36-37).
There are five instrumental freedoms. They are distinct but interrelated. They
must be properly formulated and put in place to ensure that they work as intended.
Weakness in one component affects the others. Fire requires fuel, heat, and oxygen;
lacking any one of these components no fire will burn, and a fire can be put out by
eliminating any one, say by removing oxygen. In the same way, human freedoms and
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capabilities depend upon these five instnJ1J1ental freedoms; if one of them is taken away
or not functioning, the freedom and cai:·abilities of the citizens will be impaired; each
freedom enhances and strengthens the others.
Sen lists five categories of instrumental freedoms in Development as Freedom,
(1999, pp. 38-40).
I) Political freedoms: Freedom to participate in the political process, including
but not limited to, accessing information, expressing opinions, taking part in the
election of representatives and senior government officials, and being seen and treated
as equal members of society. This instrumental freedom, properly put in place and
functioning, ensures that public policies are formulated, implemented, and evaluated
for the happiness of the people.
2) Economic facilities: Equal opportunity for all members of society to take
part in economic transactions freely. The economic system must allew all individuals
to seek employment in the market according to their abilities; markets must be free of
constraints and barriers. Constraints and barriers may result from public policies and
social settings. They constitute frameworks established by government and social
institutions.
3) Social opportunities: Social settings that promote education and good
healthcare for all. Those who are literate and in good health are able to take part in
economic markets and the political process; those lacking the ability to read and write
or who lack good health are less free to do the things they have reason to value. This
instrumental freedom is affected by political freedoms and economic facilities.
4) Transparency guarantees: The absence of hidden agendas. These freedoms
are constituted by mutual agreements among parties to deal with one another in a
trustful and open manner, and involve all parties, including government, the most
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influential party in society. In fact, the transparency of government decisions deploying
national resources is the beginning of all transparency in society, giving the people
access to information for monitoring and evaluation.
5) Protective security: This freedom consists in protections to ensure that no
member of society will be deprived of the other instrumental freedoms. Protective
security may be defined in tenns of guaranteed civil rights, such as for the expression
of political opinions, and in tenns of provision for public relief in crises such as
famines, epidemics, and unemployment.

In the following, these instrumental freedoms are analyzed in detail, following
the work of Amartya Sen. Empirical data regarding these topics will be presented and
put into perspective. The interrelationship of these components will then-be examined
and summarized.

3.1 Political Freedoms
Sen's concept of political freedoms is parallel to and closely linked with the
notions of civil rights and individual liberties. Citizens who are free to criticize, to
express their ideas for or against government, and to participate in political movements
are considered to have political freedom. Broadly speaking, political systems may be
classed into two diametrically opposed types: autocratic and democratic. In autocratic
regimes the power of rule is not derived from the people, meaning that policy makers
are not selected by the people. In democratic regimes, those who are responsible for
issuing and implementing public policy are selected by the people through a process of
voting, thus their power is derived from the people and they act as representatives of
the people.
Sen has researched and evaluated the effectiveness of democratic versus
autocratic regimes in preventing famine and promoting good nutrition among the
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citizens. He acknowledges that "some relatively authoritarian states (such as South
Korea, Singapore, and post-refonn China) have had faster rates of economic growth

than many less authoritarian ones (including India, Cost Rica and Jamaica)" (Sen,
l 999a, p. 149). However, citizens of autocratic countries have less opportunity to
express their political opinions or to criticize the government than do those in more
liberal countries.
People in liberal countries have more freedom and greater opportunity to
participate in the political process. Involvement of the citizenry in the formulation of
public policies that influence economic conditions bring about conditions that not only
fuel economic growth but also that may facilitate other valuable factors. In a
democracy, public policy reflects the needs of those who exercise their "Political rights
(Sen, 1999a, p. 153). We see here that political freedom is closely tied to economy.
Still, the economic needs of the people may not be the only component of economic
growth. There are many others, and this is why political freedoms are needed to ensure
that resources are not misused by poor public policy formulated by selfish politicians
and government officials.
Citizens should have the right to choose the political regime, given that that
regime will affect their lives and their right to live and participate in social activities.
The importance of having a political system governing society has been recognized
since ancient times. One of the central questions is which system is best, which most
likely to give people the most freedom to live the lives they value, such as by providing
a safe environment and protection from avoidable diseases. Sen writes,

Political and civil rights give people the opportunity to draw attention
forcefully to general needs, and to demand appropriate public action.
Governmental response to the acute suffering of people often depends
on the pressure that is put on the government, and this is where the
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exercise of political rights (voting, criticizing, protesting and so on) can
make a real difference. (Sen, 1999a, pp. 150-151)

Political processes and political rights are important in that they concern the
rules, regulations, and policies that affect people's lives. The participation of the people
ensures that appropriate political decisions are made by politicians and senior
government officials. Sen advocates democracy, as may be seen in "Democracy as a
Universal Value" (1999c). As Sen points out, democracy originated in ancient Greece
and, he insists, has been and will remain the form of government for countries seeking
development. The belief that a country may not be a fit for democracy is mistaken.
Rather, countries must adapt to fit democracy for the well-being of their people.
In a democratic country, citizens have the right to be involved in shaping public
policies that affect healthcare overall, while those under an autocratic regime do not
have that right. Appropriate healthcare support programs enhance the capabilities of the
people, allowing them to live better lives, and helps to prevent famine.
In The Political Economy of Hunger Vol. 2, Dreze and Sen cite the famines in
Ethiopia. Ethiopia exports food to the world but has experienced several famines and
widespread starvation over the last fifty years. The country was ruled by the military
and the rulers tried in every possible way to keep news of the famines from the outside
world. When the news did get out, food and other relief started pouring in, but the
distribution system was in such poor condition due to the failure of the state to develop
roads and other infrastructure as to impede relief efforts (Dreze & Sen, 1990, pp. 175212).
Another country with an autocratic regime, North Korea, suffered famine during
the 1990s, resulting in the deaths of a million North Koreans. Despite signs of
impending disaster in early 1990, the decline of food production and the poor condition
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of public distribution infrastructure, the North Korean government made no effort to
import food but rather concentrated on strengthening their military, especially on
developing nuclear technology. In the end, the government was unable to stave off
famine and food shortages. The ruling elites then added fuel to the fire by blocking
humanitarian aid, resulting in more and unnecessary hardship (Haggard & Noland,

2007' p. 12).
It is obvious that political systems in which a majority of the people does not
take part or lack the freedom to voice their concerns is undesirable. Dictators can cause
many difficulties for the population, especially in times of crisis. This is one reason that
political freedom is so important. While the argument that political freedom is relevant
to development has been empirically demonstrated, it has been argued- that the poor
majority disregards those freedoms.
Sen begins his response with the question, "Do poor people care about
democracy and political rights?" (Sen l 999a, p. 151 ). There are many examples of
struggles for political rights in Asian countries. The people of these countries, despite
being less developed, are in fact eager to protect their freedoms, so the claim that the
poor are not interested in political movements is not sound. Sen:

To the extent that there has been any testing of the proposition that poor
people in general do not care about civil and political rights, the
evidence is entirely against that claim. Similar points can be made by
observing the struggle for democratic freedoms in South Korea,
Thailand, Bangladesh, Pakistan, Burma (or Myanmar) and elsewhere in
Asia. (Sen, l 999a, p. 151)

The Indian state of Kerala provides another example, presented in Indian

Development: Selected Regional Perspectives. Kerala has India's highest population
density and relatively heavy monsoons (Dreze & Sen, 1997, p. 208). The majority of
the people are agriculturalists. Despite the fact that these are considered as belonging to
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a lower economic class, "After the late nineteen-thirties and until the present, the
Communist Party, with its mass organizations of workers, peasants, and agricultural
laborers, students, youths, and women, has been the major organizer of mass political
movements among the people of Kerala" (Dreze & Sen, 1997, p. 211 ). This is a
phenomenon demonstrating political involvement by the poorer members of society.
Despite struggling with day-to-day economic problems, they join forces in a major
political party to claim their political rights.
We can see that the view that poor people in general do not care about their
political rights does not agree with the evidence. Both these examples show that the
poor do call for their share of political freedom. They have learned that this is the only
way to achieve freedom and development for a better life.
3.2 Economic Facilities
Economic facilities influence personal well-being in terms of opportunities and
abilities for individuals and organizations to exchange economic resources such as raw
materials, labor, skills, and intellectual property for income and profit. Under this
category, Sen is concerned with economic conditions allowing people to participate in
economic processes freely and without constraint. This _is an instrumental freedom that
people should have and that can be realized through government provision and
participative involvement by the public.
In general, economics evaluates markets by total monetary value and volume of
trade. Regardless whether the markets are free, arbitrarily controlled or systematically
controlled, the interest is in economic outcomes. For Sen, contrariwise, markets should
be evaluated in terms of the degree of personal freedom to buy and sell under
reasonable conditions. Restrictions to seeking jobs in the market because of social
values and attitudes or because of imbalances of power, let alone the absence of choice
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in taking available jobs, diminish the value of the jobs market (Sen, 1999a, pp. 112116).
Sen discusses the relatively simple case of people lacking the freedom to seek
jobs in the market. A more complex case is presented by Thai farmers unable to
demand high prices for their products because of market mechanisms. The ability of
farmers to demand reasonable prices would affect the profits of the middlemen who
purchase and resell their produce. Given a market ruled by a few wealthy middlemen,
the middlemen use their power and wealth to create market conditions unfavorable to
free and fair transactions.

If farmers, who are the majority, had a greater voice in political affairs they
could demand better conditions facilitating freedom in economic activities.

It is a duty

of government to generate such conditions, and representatives and officials must
ensure that economic facilities are in place. Thus, freedom of participation by the
people is crucial to making the process function as intended.
In On Ethics & Economics, Sen analyzes the foundations of economic systems

and points out two fundamental features of economies: engineering and ethics. He
argues that these must function together in order to achieve the purposes of economic
systems. By "engineering" he means issues of efficiency and effectiveness in the
utilization of resources. This is the side that economists have been most concerned
with. By "ethics", he means justice in the sense of popular participation in the system.
Sen argues that the engineering approach has moved away from the ethical
aspect, leading to a lack of fairness in markets and economies. He advocates a balance
between the two approaches. For him, an economic system would be judged highly
efficient and as achieving the highest effectiveness only when it generates freedom for
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persons to participate, or conduct economic transactions fairly and freely given good
reasons (Sen, 1991, pp. 2-7).
If we evaluate economic systems in terms of efficiency and effectiveness in
generating wealth alone, the majority of the people will suffer. If people in the market
lose the freedom to live the lives they value, that would be tragic. Normally, when
considering poverty, we think in material terms, for example, in terms of income. Sen
has an expanded view of poverty, replacing the narrow lens of income deprivation with
the wider lens of capability deprivation,

The claims in favor of the Capability approach to poverty are, I believe,
the following.
1) Poverty can be sensibly identified in terms of capability deprivation;
the approach concentrates on deprivations that are intrlnSically
important (unlike low income, which is only instrumentally
significant).
2) There are influences on capability deprivation-and thus on real
poverty-other than lowness of income (income is not - the only
instrument in generating capabilities).
3) The instrumental relation between low income and low capability is
variable between different communities and even between different
families and different individuals (the impact of income on capabilities
is contingent and conditional). (Sen, 1999a, pp. 87-88)

F~

income, money, is a mearu. to an end, not an end in itself. Having money

confers the capability to be free from h1mger; however, nutrition is the intrinsic value.
Thus money is just an instrument for other, more intrinsic, ends. Lacking the freedom,
or the capabilities, needed to access food is a kind of intrinsic rather than instrumental
deprivation.
Governments should attend to income distribution. If they do this well, they
would be considered effective. The reward for effectiveness is that the leaders will be
re-elected. However, in India, Economic Development and Social Opportunity, Dreze
and Sen hold that public policies aiming to increase incomes and dealing with problems
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of distribution are not enough to make people happy. A full evaluation of the efficiency
and effectiveness of such policies requires multiple considerations, including judging
whether they are just and good. They suggest,

What is crucial in all this is the need to judge the different policies,
ultimately, by their impact on the enhancement of the capabilities that
the citizens enjoy (whether or not this comes about through the growth
of real incomes). This differs sharply from the more standard practice
of judging economic policies by their contribution to the growth of real
incomes. (Dreze & Sen, 1995, p. 12)

Second, capability deprivation is crippling, leading to the lack of many things,
including the chance to seek income. Thus judging poverty only by levels of income is
not as effective as judging poverty by levels of capability or freedom.

~ose

with the

facilities to build capabilities and gain freedoms become able to access many of the
things they have reason to value.
Unemployment caused by economic crises can lead to a loss of opportunity to
participate in social life and may create psychological insecurity; this is a kind of
capability deprivation as well. In Social Exclusion: Concept, Application, and Scrutiny,
Sen analyzes the effects of unemployment and how it can lead to various kinds of
social exclusion,

People in continued unemployment can develop cynicism about the
fairness of social arrangements, and also a perception of dependence on
others. These effects are not conducive to responsibility and selfreliance. The observed association of crimes with youth unemployment
is, of course, substantially influenced by the material deprivation of the
jobless, but a part is played in that connection also by psychological
influences, including a sense of exclusion and a feeling of grievance
against a world that does not give the jobless an opportunity to earn an
honest living. (Sen, 2000a, p. 22)

The roles and effects of economic facilities become more and more important in
terms of giving larger groups of people throughout the world the chance to make their
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life more meaningful, opening up opportunities for them to choose what they want to
be in the economic society in this age of globalization. Globalization not only brings
along opportunities, but also worries and concerns, to participants in the economic
system.
In addressing these issues Sen begins with the question, "Are the poor getting
poorer?" (Sen, 2002). It is common to suppose that globalization will only benefit those
who are already wealthy. That makes sense, in that globalization is about international
trading, the borderless exchange of economic transactions, and so on. Those with more
wealth gain more opportunity to gain more, leaving the poor behind. Sen proposes a
different, quite interesting, view,

A crucial question concerns the sha..ring of the potential gains from
globalization--between rich and poor countries and aniong different
groups within a country. It is not sufficient to understand that the poor
of the world need globalization as much as the rich do .... When there
are gains from cooperation, there can be many possible
arrangements. . . . And depending on these conditions, the market
economy would generate different prices, terms of trade, income
distribution, and, more generally, diverse overall outcomes. (Sen 2002)

Sen is very pragmatic in approaching globalization issues. He seems positive
that opportunities are offered by globalization. However, he also urges those involved
in it to take a closer look at conditions and to make preparations to cope. Sen has
opened up dynamic views of economic conditions. First, he encourages those working
in development economics to think beyond the material goods and wealth generated so
as to include consideration of opportunities, freedoms, and capabilities.
As long as globalization facilitates better chances to participate and share good
things, it is fine. Opportunities are the real issue in dealing with poverty. Apart from
this, economic facilities under such conditions as globalization brings about are not the
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only factor that can help people live better lives. Social factors also play important
roles in preparing people for opportunities. We explore social opportunities next.
3.3 Social Opportunities
People prefer to live together; we like to be associated with other people in
society. Society is where people live together and share life experiences. Participating
in society gives us opportunities to know about ourselves and others. We learn to
respect ourselves and others. More importantly, society provides a place for us to share
experiences and to develop better lives for ourselves. It also provides basic needs,
safety, and security. Sen writes,
We live in different natural environments-some more hostile than
others. The societies and the communities to which we belong offer
very different opportunities as to what we can or cannot do. The
epidemiological factors in the region in which we live can profoundly
affect our health and well-being. (Sen, 1995, p. 20)
Those who live in places where natural conditions are unfavorable, meet more
hardship than do those living in more favorable conditions. Persons and institutions
within society play important roles in helping people to pass through hard times.
Society and community can facilitate or hinder our efforts, making conditions better or
worse. Government should act as a facilitating agent enabling social conditions that
allow citizens to participate equally in society regardless of constraints from the natural
environment.
As Sen notes above, a healthy and hygienic social environment gives
opportunities for longer life. He adds, "The expansion of social opportunities has
served to facilitate high employment economic development and has also created
favorable circumstances for reduction of mortality rates and for expansion of life
expectancy," (Sen, 1999a, p. 45).
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Again, according to Sen, "Social Opportunities refer to the arrangements that
society makes for education, health care and so on, which influence the individual's
substantive freedoms to live better," (Sen, 1999a, p. 39). Education has been viewed as
an important tool for expanding economic and social opportunities. This view is likely
true, given that the empirical evidence shows that better educated individuals typically
have better chances in society.
Factors that affect the quality of, and opportunities for, education are many,
including government, laws, and markets. Government represents the people in
managing the resources of a country through laws and regulations for the happiness of
the people. Administrative law regarding education, implemented by government for
and by the people, must facilitate educational opportunities for all citizens.

At the same

time, government must also provide for market mechanisms that encourage and
enhance educational opportunities.
Another benefit of education is a healthier citizenry. In the Washington Post
dated Wednesday, May 14, 2008, David Brown writes, "The difference in death rates
between highly educated and poorly educated people in the United States is very wide
and growing wider, according to new research."
According to the article, the National Center for Health Statistics survey of
mortality rates from 1993 to 2001 found that among U.S. women without high school
degrees, the smoking rate fell from 37 percent to 25 percent from 1974 to 2004; among
college graduates, the rate fell from 26 percent to 9 percent, a much steeper decline.
Interpreting the data, we see that more educated people tend to stay away from
smoking, thus from damaging their health in this way. Education, then, is a kind of
social opportunity able to guide people to live better lives and imparting the ability to
escape avoidable morbidity and premature mortality, confirming Sen's assertions.
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We may conclude that education makes people smarter and makes them aware
of the hazards of living in poor conditions. Smart people can make smart choices and
live longer (Washington Post, May 14, 2008). We see, then, that education affects
health: the education and health of the members of a society are closely interrelated.
According to Sen, good health and good education, basic and very important
components, are mutually supportive, as suggested by the study noted above. Those
living in a well arranged society are offered a good education and better basic
healthcare. Well educated individuals gain more opportunity to choose better careers
and lifestyles than those less-well educated; they are consequently able to earn more
income and have more spare time to maintain their health, resulting in longer life
expectancy.
In promoting educational outreach as a kind of social opportunity, Sen cites

Japan as an example. In terms of devotion to human capabilities and development
through education, he writes,

Consider the experience of Japan. Even in the middle of the nineteenth
century, at the time of Meiji restoration, Japan already had a higher
level of literacy than Europe, even though Japan had not yet had any
industrialization or modem economic development, which Europe had
experienced, by then, for a century. The emphasis on developing
productive human capability was intensified in the early period of
Japanese development, in the Meiji era (1868-1911). For example,
between 1906 and 1911, education consumed as much as 43 percent of
the budgets of the towns and villages, for Japan as a whole. Already by
1906 there is evidence--based on army recruitment information-to
suggest that there was hardly any potential recruit even from rural
Japan who was not literate. (Sen, 2000a, p. 34)

The power that education confers is enormous and remains effective for an
extended period of time. The success of such efforts reflects the greatness of the
leaders. Their greatness depends very much on their vision and genuine intent to
benefit their people and country.
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Japan is and has been one of the world's most powerful nations economically,
culturally, and socially. This results from the Japanese having had access to education
in the past. In addition, the Japanese are very conscious of health, with life
expectancies among the world's highest. We may say that Japan has a good
arrangement of social factors that support the people in leading the lives they have
reason to pursue.
In order to enhance human freedom and capabilities through expanding
educational opportunities, thus helping persons to participate in society without shame,
public policies should aim at increasing opportunities for education and basic
healthcare. These are basic elements of the social opportunities category of
instrumental freedoms. In fact, people in some cities perpetually face problems in this
area. Parents may have to send their children to school on the other side of town, so
that parents and children suffer in the traffic for hours. This kind social arrangement is
not favorable for freedom in the arena of education.
Sen gives more detail on the instrumental role of social opportunities and their
relevance in giving people the freedom to lead lives they have reason to pursue. There
is no doubt that wealth and income generate such opportunity, but in a well arranged
society, low levels of income would not present obstacles to participation. Being well
educated and in good health are valuable in themselves and everyone should have free
access to them. A healthy and literate person can participate in the market, exchanging
labor, skills, and intellectual abilities for monetary income and for the pursuit of other
valuable things. Smart people can help in shaping social policy for themselves and
others by sharing thoughtful and valuable ideas. .Knowledgeable citizens can help
government in developing their country (Dreze & Sen, 1995, pp. 14-15).
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Another value education holds for society is changing discriminatory attitudes
toward class and gender. The problem of class differences seems more serious in India
than in many places, and Sen cites case studies from India demonstrating that
expanding educational opportunities to the people at large changes social attitudes. He
writes,

Basic education is also a catalyst of social change. The contrasts
between different states of India . . . the spread of education helps to
overcome the traditional inequalities of caste, class, and gender, just as
the removal of these inequalities contributes to the spread of education.
(Dreze & Sen, 1995, p. 109)
The effect of education on social attitudes and values is important to the
removal of inequalities in society. In addition, Sen sheds light on the question why
farmers are poor, asking, "Are Asian values opposed-or indifferent-to basic political
rights?" (Sen, l 999a, p. 231 ). The power of providing education -to the people is
extremely high, as attested by the old saying, "Knowledge is power." A society or
country of knowledgeable members will be able to bring a higher quality of life to
society and nation. A society that provides educational opportunity to all ensures
prosperity and freedom for the people. The educated have more freedom and are more
prudent in choosing the lives they have reason to value.

3.4 Transparency Guarantees
This category of instrumental freedoms refers to processes that must be in
place, provided by government, ensuring the occurrence of fair deals between
individuals and organizations, most importantly, between government and populace.
Sen writes,
Transparency guarantees deal with the need for openness that people
can expect: the freedom to deal with one another under guarantees of
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disclosure and lucidity. Transparency guarantees (including the right to
disclosure) can thus be an important category of instrumental freedom.
These guarantees have a clear instrumental role in preventing
corruption, financial irresponsibility, and underhand dealings. (Sen,
1999a, pp. 39-40)
Transparency issues are very important. Governments running public services
without transparency find it difficult to gain the trust of the people and of international
institutions. The level of governmental transparency depends very much on the political
system. In liberal societies where the people have the freedom to express their
concerns, they can make enquiries into necessary information from the government,
ensuring greater transparency. In less democratic societies, the government dictates
what is given to the people on the basis of charity and to gain popularity among
citizens. Transparency of governing is thus impai.."'ed. In countries like the United
States, the citizens have the right to know and the right to access data and information
regarding most of the government's policies, including implementation and results.
What is good about this? We all know that the costs of government are paid by tax
revenues. The ability of citizens to monitor closely what the government does with the
taxes collected from those citizens not only guarantees efficiency and effectiveness in
spending but also guards against corruption.
But the transparency guarantee is required beyond the allocation of monetary
resources. Sen has discussed transparency in relation to the 1997 Asian economic
crisis,

First, the development of the financial crisis in some of these economies
has been closely linked with the lack of transparency in business, in
particular the lack of public participation in reviewing financial and
business arrangements. The absence of an effective democratic forum
has been consequential in this failing. The opportunity that would have
been provided by democratic processes to challenge the hold of selected
families or groups could have made a big difference. (Sen 1999a, p. 185)
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Sen believes that if guarantees of disclosure had been in place and functioning,
that would have helped to prevent or lessen the severity of the crisis. However, political
freedoms in most Asian countries are less well developed than in their counterparts in
America and Europe, and those living in Asian countries lack the opportunity to
criticize their governments. Thus the transparency of government policy and
procedures remains in doubt. Investments and commercial transactions that may affect
the larger part of society are left untouched, and the lack of public involvement can
lead to huge losses for all.
Transparency can be achieved more easily under democratic regimes; nontransparency in authoritarian regimes can lead to conflict and a lack of transparency.
For example, since independence in 1947 Myanmar has experienced many domestic
struggles for civil rights and political reform and the country lias been ruled by the
military since 1988. The most recent military rulers of Myanmar refused to turn power
over to a democratic government as requested by international institutions (Crisisgroup,
2012). Furthermore, Myanmar's military government is widely accused of a lack of
administrative transparency. Somalia has had a similar history to that of Myanmar;
after many years of civil war the military seized power in a coup d'etat in October 1969
(Countrystudies, 2012).
Liberal countries like those of Scandinavia where people have more freedoms and
capabilities to participate in the political process are more transparent than countries
ruled by authoritarian power. Citizens of authoritarian countries have limited freedoms
or face outright obstacles to participation. According to the Corruption Index (Tl, 2011)
transparency guarantees can only be exercised in the more liberal countries and more
transparency can lead to less corruption.
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Recent pandemics such as SARS, Bird-Flu, and Flu 2009 demonstrate the role of
government transparency in ensuring public safety. Transparency comes into play
when the government keeps the public informed and when the press is able to report
freely on the progress of the situation. In the absence of such transparency, the
seriousness of the situation may be concealed from the public and we may not know
how many may get infected and die. This would lead to premature mortality.
To be effective, transparency must be guaranteed at every stage, from selection to
administration. The selection processes and the mechanisms of administration must be
transparent. Democratic systems allow people to examine data and to express opinions,
and share their viewpoints freely in public. Without this, society cannot know the truth
and cannot even mention transparency. According to Sen, transparency

may give

us

more than we expect, like freedom may do for free people. It opens up factual
information to the public, and in turn the public can scrutinize that -information and
adjust policies to their needs.
Apart from transparency in the political process, economic or business
transparency is also important. In, 2003 under the sponsorship of the United Nations
Human Security Commission, Sen and Ogata submitted the report, "Human Security
Now". Ogata and Sen surveyed empirical evidence relative to human security around
the world, then compiled and proposed a framework for the UN to develop crossborder policies protecting human security. The report defines human security as
"concerned with safeguarding and expanding people's vital freedoms. It requires both
shielding people from acute threats and empowering people to take charge of their own
lives," (Ogata & Sen, 2003, p. iv).
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1

The UN Human Security Report, 2003 gives conflict diamonds as a case in
point. Transparency was achieved when NGOs and business entities instituted the
2

Kimberley process to enhance human security in the production of diamonds. Ogata
and Sen cite this as a successful case of co-operation in instituting transparency
guarantees within business, contributing to human freedom and security,
Businesses, recognizing their responsibilities for fighting illegal
activities, are producing some innovative approaches. The certification
of rough diamonds under the Kimberley process points the way towards
greater cooperation, transparency and accountability in business
practices. (Ogata & Sen, 2003, p. 30-31)
The Kimberly process protects freedom from exploitation. In this case, the poor
from rural areas in Angola, Liberia, Ivory Coast, the Republic of Congo, etc. are forced
by rebel armies to work in diamond mines under life-threatening conditions. With the
Kimberly process, diamonds mined in this way are blocked from the markets, cutting
off the supply of cash to rebel armies committing war crimes.
The availability of information is central to transparency. Without it no checks
and balances can occur. Information is the lifeblood not only of transparency but also
of the democratic political system and of free markets. Without information, citizens
have no means of monitoring and evaluating the performance of their elected
governments, senior officials, and representatives.

1

The United Nations defmes "conflict diamonds" as, "diamonds that originate from areas controlled
by forces or :factions opposed to legitimate and internationally recognized governments, and are used to
fund military action in opposition to those governments, or in contravention of the decisions of the
Security Council," (Diamondfacts, 2012).
2
"In July 2000, the global diamond industry made clear to the international community its zero
tolerance policy towards conflict diamonds. Dedicated to eradicating the trade in conflict diamonds, it
worked closely with the United Nations, governments and non-governmental organizations (NGOs)
such as Global Witness and Partnership Africa Canada to create the Kimberley Process Certification
System. This system was formally adopted in 2003 and guards against conflict diamonds entering the
legitimate diamond supply chain. The diamond industry also adopted a voluntary System of Warranties
to assure consumers that their diamonds are from sources free of conflict," (Diamondfacts, 2012).
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Transparency guarantees, from the transparency of government policies and
actions to the transparency of business processes, are highly beneficial for the wellbeing and freedom of the people. This is a kind of mechanism that all governments as
well as international institutions should put into practice for the sake of human freedom
and the capability to live the kinds of lives persons value.

3.5 Protective Security
Sen begins describing this category of instrumental freedoms with concerns
about a basic, tremendously important, human requirement of all human beings:
security from worries of hunger and danger to life and certainty of assistance in times
of need. Sen writes,

Protective Security is needed to provide a social safety net for
preventing the affected population from being reduced to abject misery,
and in some cases even starvation and death. The domain of-protective
security includes fixed institutional arrangements such as
unemployment benefits and statutory income supplements to the
indigent as well as ad hoc arrangements such as famine relief or
emergency public employment to generate income for destitute. (Sen,
1999a, p. 40)

There are thus various aspects of protective security, covering almost all things
that may threaten normal human living. There are conditions and events that may affect
the decency of life in any given society, from natural degradation and poor quality of
agricultural soil, to flooding from heavy rainstorms. These are insecurities created by
nature. Other threats to human security include conflicts between nations. The latter
may create more hardship and misery than the former.
Concerns about security have been a topic of interest at the global level for
some time, and those concerns have led to the establishment of various institutions in
North America and Europe such as North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO) and
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the Organization of Security and Cooperation in Europe (OSCE). These institutions
were founded long ago and remain active in facilitating international cooperation. In
Asia, there is the Asia-Pacific Economic Cooperation (APEC) organimtion. These
institutions are considered protective mechanisms for the safety and harmony of
member countries.
However, Sen's emphasis with "human security" is protections for individuals
rather than for nations as such. The protections include, but are not limited to, freedom
from hunger due to unemployment, freedom from illness, freedom from death by
natural disaster. The significance of human security was emphasized more fully in
Sen's presentation at the International Symposium on Human Security in Tokyo in
2000, "Why Human Security?" In this presentation he enumerated various threats and
urged people around the world to attend to these issues.
In this presentation, Sen raised concerns over major threats to public health, for
example from the AIDS pandemic and malaria, and wars among ethnic groups
victimizing the innocent. The world is facing economic crises as well. All such
developments are serious threats to human security. They can be alleviated through
open discussion and public participation, but the effectiveness of such processes
requires a supportive environment, such as democratic political regime (Sen, 2000b,
pp. 2-4).
Human security is taken seriously by the UN Security Council. In 2003, Ogata
and Sen submitted a report, "Human Security" to UN Secretary-General Kofi Annan.
The report described how "Wars destroy human lives and scar survivors. They destroy
homes, economic assets, crops, roads, banks, and utility systems," (Ogata & Sen, 2003,
p. 7). Innocent people, facing violation and deprivation from war crimes, do not have
the instrumental freedom of protective security. Apart from this, opinion surveys of the
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poor ranking the fears they face in everyday life show that, "They worry about
economic insecurity from loss of jobs. They fear local violence. They want to
immunize their children. And not surprisingly, they rank preventable sickness and
premature death high among their priorities, not only to avoid pain and suffering but
also to prevent family bankruptcy," (Ogata & Sen, 2003, p. 99).
According to the report, poor people everywhere are deprived of the freedom to
live decent lives, let alone to live the kinds lives they value. Without protective
security, people cannot function. The inability to be and to do constitutes unfreedom.
Sen is quite right to raise protective security as an instrumental freedom that we should
attend to. One important factor facilitating protective security is noted in the report
human rights,

Human rights and human security are therefore mutually reinforcing.
Human security helps identify the rights at stake in a -particular
situation. And human rights help answer the question: How should
human security be promoted? The notion of duties and obligations
complements the recognition of the ethical and political importance of
human security. (Ogata & Sen, 2003, p. 10)

It is generally observed that human rights are mostly promoted under the more

democratic regimes, and seriously violated under less-democratic ones. In democratic
political systems, power is distributed among the citizens and they exercise their
political rights through elected representatives. In less democratic systems, power is
concentrated in a group of tyrants who dictate policy for their own benefit, leaving the
majority of citizens in deprivation. Such deprivation can affect various aspects of life.
Healthcare is another important element of human security. Large-scale travel
and migration due to advancing transportation technology and deregulation in
neighboring countries has created healthcare risks for many. The spread of Flu 2009 is
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a case in point. Widespread travel thus increases the importance protective security
throughout the world. This is emphasized in the repo~
Protective strategies would promote the three institutional pillars of
society: to prevent, monitor and anticipate health threats. Protection
aims to prevent avoidable disease by reducing risks and vulnerabilities
to the root causes of unnecessary sickness and death. (Ogata & Sen,
2003, p. I 02)

Prevention and monitoring are features of protective security relevant in terms
of helping to predict emergencies that may arise. If a government with transparent
disclosure mechanisms launches protective security measures in time, it can prevent
serious dangers to life for a majority in the society.

-

Under democratic regimes, the public has more freedom to monitor everything
their elected government does for the protection of people. With this freedom guarantee
in place, monitoring mechanisms will be functioning as intended. On-the other hand,
without this freedom guarantee, the public cannot freely criticize an autocratic
government; monitoring is not possible, leading to inadequate protection for the people
as a whole.
These benefits of protective security can only function in the more open and
democratic countries. The issues of protecting human security are not limited to any
single country, but affect all who live in today's shrinking world. Means of addressing
these issues can only be devised through dialog among concerned parties in open
political systems.

CHAPTER4
CRITIQUES OF THE INSTRUMENTAL FREEDOMS
"Greater freedom enhances the ability of people to help themselves and also to
influence the world, these matters are central to the process of development" (Sen,
1999a, p. 18). According to Amartya Sen, the main purpose of country development is
to provide freedom, and the level of development should be measured by the freedoms
that citizens of the country can render into capabilities. Sen distinguishes two types of
freedom: constitutive and instrumental. Constitutive freedom has value in itself, value
that most can conceive based on the general definition. Other than the constitutive
value which needs no special explanation, constitutive freedom is valued_in terms of
free will.
Instrumental freedoms are freedoms as means, as effective tools for enhancing
human capabilities. Sen enumerates five categories of instrumental freedom: 1)
political freedoms, 2) economic facilities, -3) social opportunities, 4) transparency
guarantees, and 5) protective security. Sen argues that if these components are
functioning then people will enjoy the freedom to live the lives they have reason to
value. Sen defines development in terms of these freedoms.
The instrumental freedoms are overlapping and reinforce one another in
contributing to the enhancement of capabilities. Sen focuses on the importance of
freedom and of its expansion to cover the many freedoms of the members of society.
Capabilities, for Sen, mean an atmosphere in which people can choose or be provided
with choices of ways of life. That is, in which individuals can choose to live the kinds
of lives they desire. This concept of freedom, widely accepted by thinkers worldwide,
has now become the fundamental philosophy of development and may be briefly
summarized as follows,
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In judging economic development, it is not adequate to look only at the
growth of GNP or some 01 her indicators of over-all economic
expansion. We have to look also at the impact of democracy and
political freedoms on the lives and capabilities of the citizens.
(Sen, l 999a, p. 150)

4.1 Political Freedoms
Political freedom is an essential requisite at the foundations of democracy. Its
core significance is in enabling people to participate with the others in political
activities without discrimination or central command from a political party or
government. In a country where democracy is the sole regime, political freedom helps
to maintain appropriate bounds on government power. It balances the rights of the
citizen against the governing powers of the state. Political freedom has multiple facets,
for example freedom of speech, freedom of the media, free access to public
information, free expression of opinion, and popular elections.
The right and :freedom to participate in or refrain from political activities is
fundamental in a democratic country. Also, the formulation of political policies and
procedures, and their implementation, should include public referendums in order to
make

them

legitimate

and just.

Such

political

policies,

procedures,

and

implementations are vital, in particular in the management of national resources: if
citizens lack the freedom to scrutinize public policy on the management of national
resources, there is no guarantee that the government will so in the best way.
Under democratic regimes, the citizens enjoy political :freedoms; in
authoritarian regimes absolute commands and coercion suppress their rights. The roles
of democracy and :freedom are even necessary in time of crisis, such as famine,
disaster, or massive death by starvation caused by unfair distribution by political
mechanisms. Amartya Sen writes,
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Famines are easy to prevent if there is a serious effort to do so, and a
democratic government, facing elections and criticisms from opposition
parties and independent newspapers, cannot help but make such an
effort. Not surprisingly, while India continued to have famines under
British rule right up to independence (the last famine, which I
witnessed as a child, was in 1943, four years before independence),
they disappeared suddenly with the establishment of a multiparty
democracy and a free press. (Sen, l 999c, p. 8)

Under a democratic regime, the opposition and the media can freely and
publicly criticize the government, and this can lead to reshuffling, re-election,
diminished popularity of the governing party, and so on. Hence, once a crisis arises, the
government must act quickly to resolve it. This is among the properties that make
democracy preferable over other types of regime. It is important to be democratic not
only in name. Rather the core concepts of democracy must be applied in every
procedure and implementation undertaken by the government. The voices of the
citizens must be heard throughout the term of office, no matter how much of a majority
the sitting government may have. Sen insists that, the formulation of effective political
policy and procedures must involve members of the society, and that they should be
able to participate in the political process freely (Sen l 999a, pp. 18-19).

4.1.1 Against Sen's Advocacy of Democracy as Universal Value
There have been arguments that democracy is not suitable for Asian countries.

In

"What

Thailand

Needs:

Democracy,

Authoritarianism

or

Authoritarian

Democracy?", Zhang Xizhen criticized western-style liberal democracy at The 10th
International Conference on Thai Studies, held by the Thai Khadi Research Institute,
Thammasat University,

This system had been experienced in many countries and there is no
any successful case including in Indonesia, the Philippines, even
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Thailand. This democracy has never brought about social development,
economic prosperity and political stability. (Zhang, 2008, p. 2)

Zhang's contention seems fairly accurate for the countries mentioned.
Thailand was declared a democracy in 1932, yet the country has ever since been under
what may be called a semi-democratic regime. During the semi-democratic period, the
country was perpetually controlled by military governments and haunted by repeated

coups d'etat. This resulted in sluggishness on the road to full democracy.
Zhang argues that the "Causes of the failure of the West style democracy are
that the public mass and politicians are not yet mature enough to honestly follow the
rule of game of democracy," (Zhang, 2008, p. 2). Zhang proposed what he called
"authoritarian democracy" for Thailand:

Authoritarian democracy is characterized by a strong government with
democratic supervision. This system is carried out very well in
Singapore, Malaysia, and Vietnam. Their rapid developments benefit
from this system. Thailand indeed needs such authoritarian democracy
that can efficiently accelerate Thai social and economic development
otherwise it will lag behind most other ASEAN countries. (Zhang,
2008, p. 2)

Another argument against democracy was given by former Singapore leader,
Lee Kuan Yew. He is well known for his thesis that democracy is a Western not an
Asian value:

With few exceptions, democracy has not brought good government to
new developing countries.... What Asian value may not necessarily be
what American or European value. Westerners value the freedoms and
liberties of the individual. As an Asian of Chinese cultural background,
my values are for a government which is honest, effective and efficient.
(Lee Kuan Yew, 1992)

Although Singapore is not a communist country, it was ruled by a single party
for thirty years. The only other similarly ruled Asian country is China, the largest
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communist country in the world. China is another example of a country whose
economic development has advanced phenomenally, becoming one of the major
players in the world economy in spite of a non-democratic regime. China is indeed an
ideal example of aggressive economic progress in spite of an unattractive lack of
freedoms.

4.1.2 Defense of Democracy as Universal Value
The type of political regime depends on the way the government or ruler
comes into power. For further explanation, I refer to Chapter 4 of Elements in Political

Science, (Healey, Chapman & Sheehan, 1999). The book gives a summary of political
regimes under two categories: authoritarian and democratic.
Authoritarian regimes are the eldest political form, having existed since
ancient times. This is administration of the state where the source of power is authority,
whether in the form of monarchy, aristocracy, military dictatorship, or otherwise. The
monarch, the communist party, or the military rule the country with absolute power.
The rulers administer the country with political intentions in mind. Some such
intentions may or may not be in compliance with the needs of the majority and in some
cases may be opposed to them. No matter what the ultimate goal may it be,
authoritarianism has the propensity to accustom the people to dictatorship because
authoritarianism requires absolute power and total control over the supposedly inferior
citizenry.
In contrast to authoritarianism, Healey, Chapman and Sheehan, quoted in
Sen's Development as Freedom, describe democratic regimes as those in which, ''the
principle of inclusiveness implies that all adults should have the equal right to vote in
general and local elections and in referendums," (Sen, l 999a, p. 48). This means that
the rights of the people are not restricted, especially the right to participate in all levels
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of political activity. "Contestation" is the idea of free expression and the people should
be able to criticize government policies and procedures without threat or obstruction,
and the government must respond to criticisms without prejudice. Under genuine
democracy, people are able use their power directly or indirectly. That power includes
proposing laws and regulations, making decisions, and agreeing or disagreeing with
proposed laws and regulations (Bealey et al. 1999, p. 39-51 ).
Under a democratic regime ruling authority belongs to the people; that
authority is temporarily delegated to elected representatives as stipulated in a
constitution drafted and approved by the people, and with the duty of functioning for
the happiness of the people at large. Regardless of which type of regime is in effect, the
government's responsibility is to endeavor to the utmost to provide the citizens with
basic necessities and opportunities in terms of capability enhancement. Basic
necessities include things like food, accommodations, education, and liealthcare, while
capabilities are freedoms to take part in political and social activities.
Political freedoms are thus crucial to the development and well-being of the
people: it ensures the people political rights, making their voices heard for their benefit.
Without political freedoms, people are banned from publicly criticizing and, perhaps
more importantly, the government has no need to listen to them. Political policies and
procedures may be distorted and corrupted, affecting the happiness of all the people.
In contrast, under a democratic regime, in which the government comes to
power through elections, the leaders are not likely to be re-elected if they fail to keep
their promises. Consider the United States and Myanmar. The United States is a full
democracy while Myanmar is a military-run totalitarianism. The US government is
aware of the consequences of its actions and how they affect citizens and is aware of
criticism from the media; the government of Myanmar does not need to concern itself
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with about these. For the leaders of Myanmar, elections, media criticism, and public
hearings seem not to influence decision making at all.
It is worth noting that in a democratic country, social and economic problems
are publicly debated and decisions are made by consensus. The people's voices can be
heard and responded to at the right time; those voices can draw public attention to the
tasks of better solving various social and economic problems. In the case of the US, the
government is always responsive to the citizens, especially in times of crisis,
responding quickly to resolve problems. The government also takes preventative action
against all kinds of threats to the citiz.enry.
Let's compare responses to disaster for these two types of government. It is
the duty of governments, whether democratic or totalitarian, to put forth their best
efforts to prevent or alleviate losses due to disaster. Neither type of government can
deny disasters and unexpected events from natural causes, and we do not need to be
reminded that both types of government will claim to do their best for the national
interest. The difference is that in a democracy the citizens can overthrow a government
whose response to a crisis is slow or otherwise deficient-and in such cases there is no
need to wait for the next election. In a totalitarian state, on the other hand, the citizens
can only wait, hoping silently for improvement, submitting to fate.
I definitely disagree that democracy is not suitable for Thailand. Democracy
first came to Thailand June 24, 1932, however the democratic process has been
interrupted from time to time through revolutions and coups d'etat and Thailand has
never really experienced full democracy. It cannot be concluded from this that
democracy is not suitable for Thailand, since, in fact Thailand has not yet experienced
the authentic taste of democracy. Furthermore, the democracies of Taiwan and South
Korea are quite successful, achieving remarkable rates of development and standards of
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living. Notably, Japan, a nation of strong Asian values and still a constitutional
monarchy, has built a successful parliamentary democracy as well as being
economically successful. Whether or not Thailand is a suitable prospect for democracy
cannot be decided until it has installed a full democracy.
Larry Diamond observes that some countries seem to be slow to democratize,

At a somewhat lower level of economic development, this has also
been the story of Thailand, Brazil, Mexico, and South Africa. However,
where states have managed successfully to control and co-opt civil
society and to manipulate cultural symbols and belief systems in a way
that legitimizes semi-authoritarian rule, the internal pressure for
democratization has been preempted or deflected. (Diamond, 2003,
p.4)

As Diamond notes, it is not the lack of suitability, conflicts of value, or
ignorance that have deflected the development of democracy in the8e countries. Rather,
the process has been impeded by well-laid strategies of absolutist governments to
mislead the people. Such systematic evil is the main culprit robbing prospects for
democracy from much of the world.
According to Nicholas Eberstadt in '"Democratization' of Outlier States",
Taiwan and South Korean changed political systems and achieved rapid development,

The parallel between the ROC and the ROK now seems to extend still
further. For in the second half of the 1980s, both states embarked
voluntarily, and almost simultaneously, upon political transformations.
The direction of their transformations, moreover, was common: toward
a more accountable, open, and civil order in which leading figures in
government were to be selected in competitive and accurately tabulated
mass elections. The political restructurings currently underway in
Taiwan and South Korea are today conventionally termed
"democratization". (Eberstadt, 1992, p. 80)

Taiwan and South Korea are two nations embracing Asian values that
exemplify political and economic development. By the 1990s, growth in foreign trade
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made them quite prosperous. Political transformation progressed simultaneously as the
people of both countries came to enjoy freshly endowed full freedoms and civil rights.
In "The Economic Miracle: Taiwan's Economic Progress is Equaled by Its Political
Transformation from an Authoritarian Government to a Democracy of Competing
Political Parties and Citizens Enjoying Full Freedoms and Civil Rights", Ramon H.
Myers writes, "The island's stunning economic progress is equaled by its remarkable
political transformation from an authoritarian government ruled by a single party (the
Kuomintang) to a democracy of competing political parties," (Myers, 2000, p. 38).
Amartya Sen points out in "Democracy as Universal Value" that although the
democratic system was founded in ancient Greece more than 2000 years ago, it has
gone through development in many countries of Europe, America, and ·Asia The
question is whether democracy is suitable for those countries. Sen affirms that it is.
According to Sen, "The idea of democracy as a universal commitment-is quite new, and
it is quintessentially a product of the twentieth century," (Sen, 1999c, p. 4).
Democratic systems not only reflect social preferences but also support
sustainable development. Yu Ping Chan, in "Democracy or Bust?", analyzes the
relationship between political regimes and sustainable economic growth, particularly
before and after the Asian financial crisis in 1997. He :finds that although before the
crisis, countries like China, a communist dictatorship, and Indonesia, a military
dictatorship, were better off economically than the more democratic South Korea,
Taiwan, Sri Lanka, and the Philippines, the latter made a better post-crisis recovery
(Chan, 2001, p. 36).
Beyond the finding that democratic countries can recover from crises more
quickly than can non-democratic ones, Chan found that in terms of economic
development, when people are given the freedom to do business and seek profits,
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business growth is significantly accelerated; this has been especially evident in China.
This again suggests that freedom is a very important factor in the development of a
country.
In addition, developed countries like the United States, Great Britain, Canada,
and Denmark have democratic regimes and the quality of life is better than in other
parts of the world. Survey results inckded in the 1991 UNDP Human Development

Report reflect the importance of democracy and the global trend away from military
dictatorship,

In Asia, Bangladesh, Mongolia, Nepal, Pakistan, the Philippines and
the Republic of Korea moved towards free elections. Latin America has
moved away from military dictatorships in recent years, most no~ble in
Argentina, Brazil, Chile, Haiti, Panama and Paraguay. And in the Arab
region, Algeria and Jordan have moved towards democracy.
(UNDP, 1991, p. 22)
.
These statements reiterate Sen' s affirmation that democracy is becoming the
core focus of governments and that political freedoms are necessary for national
development. The people must be entitled to political rights and the media should be
free from outside power so as to publicize true information. Well-informed people
could then alert, criticize, and make comments to their governments. In the long run,
governments under close public scrutiny would be forced to adjust policies, procedures,
and implementation accordingly. As the old saying goes, good political policy must be
of the people, by the people, and for the people. Hence, political freedoms are the
means to create administrations that protect the rights and freedoms of the people,
allowing them to participate in a practical way in the checks and balances of power.
This is the kind of genuine political freedom that leads to human capabilities.
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4.2 Economic Facilities

For Sen, "Economic facilities refer to the opportunities that individuals
respectively enjoy to utilize economic resources for the purpose of consumption,
production, or exchange," (Sen, l 999a, pp. 38-39).
What Sen means by "economic facilities" is the capability of citizens to
participate in markets, engage in economic transactions, gain profit from available
economic resources, and other such economic entitlements. Providing economic
facilities means providing opportunities for the people at large, but especially to those
with limited access to resources. Economic facilities has mainly to do with the
exchange of products and services. It is common for people to participate in economic
activities since these activities are sources of income. This is one of the

mam factors

that give freedoms as capabilities. Sen writes,

The economic entitlements that a person has will depend on the
resources owned or available for use as well as on conditions of
exchange, such as relative prices and the working of the markets.
Insofar as the process of economic development increases the income
and wealth of a country, they are reflected in corresponding
enhancement of economic entitlements of the population. (Sen, 1999a,
p. 39)

People engage in economic activities in social settings, and everyone prefers
justice and fair treatment in such settings. There are different kinds of people with
differing capabilities to access economic resources. The wealthy certainly have more
access to those resources and it is easier for them to gain profit on the market than it is
for the poor. This is a gap in capabilities that the government as facilitator has a
responsibility to narrow or close.
Economic facilities are significant freedoms that supply the basic needs of the
people: access to economic resources etc. They allow people to fulfill their lives with
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income and wealth and are basic requirements of national development. Economic
development brings about greater development in multiple areas. Sen writes, "The
study of economics, though related immediately to the pursuit of wealth, is at a deeper
level linked up with other studies, involving the assessment and enhancement of more
basic goals," (Sen, 1991, p. 3).

4.2.1 Justification of the Economic Facilities Thesis
Economic facilities, or opportunities to participate in markets, can be provided
and regulated by government. Governments can implement policies and procedures to
support people in doing business in the market. One such support is financial, which
governments should provide to all on an equal basis. Sen writes,

The availability and access to finance can be a crucial influence on the
economic entitlements that economic agents are practically able to
secure. This applies all the way from large enterprises - (in which
hundreds of thousands of people may work) to tiny establishments that
are run on micro credit. (Sen, 1999a, p. 39)
A financial entitlement is hence a legitimate right of access to capital by all,
whether rich or poor. Financially entitled individuals can enter the market with their
different capacities with the scope of the entitleme!J,t fairly regulated. Conventional
collateral appraisals that can alter the consideration of loans should be made more
flexible such that tiny establishments become possible. This is the reason government
support is crucial to economic growth.
Economic facilities constitutes a class of instrumental freedoms conferring the
capability to choose to live in a way that one values. The primary duty of the state in
this respect is to create an atmosphere conducive to economic growth and to include a
safety net. China's "One Country, Two Systems" policy provides an example of the
state providing economic facilities. The policy declares that the economic and social
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system of Hong Kong will remain unchanged from that of the colonial era ending in
1997. Deng Xiao Ping stated the policy in 1984,

We have stated on many occasions that after China resumes the
exercise of its sovereignty over Hong Kong in 1997, Hong Kong's
current social and economic systems will remain unchanged, its legal
system will remain basically unchanged, its way of life and its status as
free port and an international trade and financial centre will remain
unchanged and it can continue to maintain or establish economic
relations with other countries and regions. (Deng Xiao Ping, 1984)

Although the Chinese mainland is ruled by a single party that grants limited
political and economic freedoms, the government was sophisticated and flexible
enough to leave Hong Kong as it was. Giving the people of Hong Kong continuing
freedom to engage in economic activity is certainly an act of providing an economic
free flow, in other words of providing economic facilities, to Hong Kong residents as
well as to foreign investors. This helps to explain how the Chinese economy grew to
become one of the world's largest, second only to the US since 2010
The provision of economic opportunities by the state is becoming more
common in the world economy, especially in the emerging markets, and such efforts
have been spearheaded by China, India, Brazil, and Mexico. Looking at the world as
one community, the majority of our neighborhoods suffer from insufficient basic
human necessities and some are even destitute. Sen understands this condition in terms
of capacity deprivation,

1) Poverty can be sensibly identified in terms of capacity deprivation;
the approach concentrates on deprivations that are intrinsically
important (unlike low income which instrumentally significant).
2) There are influences on capacity deprivation--and thus on real
poverty--other than lowness of income (income is not the only
instrument in generating capabilities). (Sen, 1999a, p. 87)
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Sen sees poverty as capacity deprivation, in this case the inability to access
economic resources resulting in a lack of economic opportunity. Sen emphasizes that
the problem is not rooted in low incomes; rather low incomes, poverty, is caused by the
lack of capacities to engage in economic activities.
In "Why Inequality Matters: Some Economic Issues", Nancy Birdsall writes,
"This essay is about why economic inequality matters in the developing and
transitional economies--which by the middle of this new century will make up almost
95 percent of the world's population," (Birdsall, 2001, p. 3). This demonstrates that an
ever-increasing number of countries are struggling for fair economic opportunities.
Birdsall notes that concepts of development of the past assumed that
inequality and poverty would be diminished by economic development

fu terms of

GDP and per capita income. Disagreement began during the period of political and
military tension between the liberal powers and the communist powers. The concept
and effect of inequality was changed during this era, not only from the income
perspective but also on the social level, as Birdsall writes, "My concern is thus not with
income inequality in itself but with its consequences, in particular its consequences for
how economies and societies operate and thus affect the well-being of people,"
(Birdsall, 2001, p. 3).
Birdsall expands the notion of inequality to include effects ranging from
income to political and social conditions,

Inequality may undermine civic and social as well as political life, and
inhibit certain kinds of collective decision-making; at the societal level
it may also generate its own self-justifying tolerance, perpetuating a
high inequality equilibrium despite the potential economic and political
costs. (Birdsall, 2001, p. 3)
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Amartya Se~ who proposed the idea of economic facilities and provisioning
them so as to enhance human freedom equally, gives a contrasting view that in some
cases inequality may promote fairness,

For example, giving a larger share of income to a person with more
needs, say due to a disability, can be seen as militating against the
principle of equalizing incomes, but it does not go against the broader,
precepts of economic equality since the greater need for economic
resources due to the disability must be taken into account in judging the
requirements of economic equality. (Sen, 1999 p. 108)

The disabled in most developed countries, such as the US, the UK, and other
European countries have special public transportation facilities to respond to their
needs. In such cases a disproportionate share of resources are invested specifically for
the disabled minority.
Other than transportation for the disabled, it is important for the government to
enhance capabilities by giving individuals choices for dealing with economic issues at
the community level. An economic facilities infrastructure, built from public resources
together with various tax exemptions and -subsidies enable large industrial entities to
initiate operations and succeed, while underprivileged groups of people, like the poor,
who have limited access to resources, whether property nor funds, gain a trivial fraction
of the benefit. Such governmental actions are aimed at increasing economic growth for
the country as a whole, but the result is a widening gap between the rich and the poor.
Sen advocates providing economic facilities to all, giving equal access to the
market, not only to big industry and business. He writes,

In assessing the market mechanism, it is important to take note of the
forms of the markets: whether they are competitive or monopolistic (or
otherwise uncompetitive), whether some markets may be missing (in
ways that are not easily remediable) and so on. (Sen, 1999a, p. 116)
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Furthennore, the government should collaborate with local communities in
providing education, training, and low-interest loans. This, for example, would provide
necessary business skills for the people to start their own businesses.
The idea of enhancing economic facilities at the local community level would
considerably benefit multiple classes in society. First, in the communities themselves,
people gain options for generating income. Those incomes would then be spent in the
community, creating a vigorous economic atmosphere. Second, added purchasing
power creates potential groups of consumers whose spending enhances market
liquidity, helping business to run smoothly. Once, they become sustainable, these
businesses stand among larger business communities and reinforce the national
economy as a whole.
The Grameen Bank community development project in Bangladesh confirms
that providing economic facilities can provide economic freedom and enhance
capabilities.
Patrick Develtere and An Huybrechts, in "The Impact of Microcredit on the
Poor in Bangladesh", evaluate the economic outcomes of microcredit provided by
Grameen Bank and the Bangladesh Rural Advancement Committee (BRAC). They
explain BRAC's objectives of providing education, skills training, and small loans to
the poor, in parallel with Grameen Bank's provision of microcredit for the poor to start
self-employment economic activities. One impressive social outcome from these
programs is described,

Grameen and BRAC give individual loans to villagers in groups of five
and hold the group's jointly liable for repayment. If any group member
defaults, the entire group is punished (denied future loans). This group
mechanism creates peer pressure and solidarity, which seems to work
well in a society where social networks are often of vital importance.
The repayment success rate has never dropped below 90 percent.
(Develtere et al., 2005, p. 168)
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This study shows that providing economic facilities not only helps to enhance
the capabilities of ~e poor but also makes positive impacts on the society as a whole.
The Grameen Project is run by a private entity and was founded by Muhammad Yunus.
Yunus, who received the Nobel Peace Prize in 2006, initiated a project to provide
banking services to the rural poor. The project started with sponsorship from the
Bangladesh central bank and support from nationalized commercial banks. Over the
next few years, the project was transformed into an independent bank run by
Bangladesh rural communities with most of the shares owned by the borrowers
themselves.
The operations of Grameen Bank put an end to the vicious cycies of low
income, low savings, and low investment, and creates business opportunities for the
vast multitude of the impoverished people of Bangladesh. The people gain freedom of
choice between working in industry and being self-employed. This is obviously a kind
of capabilities enhancement through skills training and more flexible injection of credit.
Develtere and Huybrechts found that the impact of these microcredit programs
is even more interesting in social terms. They observe that traditional Bangladeshi
social values obstructs economic development: "Purdah-female seclusion-confines
women to the homestead and makes contact with men outside the family unacceptable,
education for girls is considered unnecessary.... Dowries are paid, and women have to
make sure that their husbands do not leave them. Women are not supposed to have any
income independent of their husbands," (Develtere & Huybrechts, 2005, p. 175).
Through the successful implementation of microcredit by both BRAC and the
Grameen Bank, Bangladeshi women gained access to social programs providing skills
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training and education, improving their condition and positively affecting the wellbeing of entire families.
Thailand has a similar economic facilities program, One Tambon, One
3

Product, commonly known as OTOP. The program is an example of cooperation
between the local community and the government to create economic facilities in the
sub-districts or tambons. The government provides knowledge and training, soft loans,
and sets up strategies aimed at domestic, direct export, and niche markets on a bilateral
basis. Not only does the program reinforce the economic strength of the tambon but
also enhances solidarity among the people of the community. Another social benefit is
that OTOP helps to decentralize job opportunities, allowing residents to remain in their
hometown. This program enhances capabilities in that it provides the economic
freedom to choose between working in Bangkok during the dry season or to stay home
working with the local OTOP industry. That freedom is a capability. to do that which
they value in their lives.
Surprisingly, strategies like those of the Grameen Bank and OTOP are not
really new. In 2001, UC Berkeley Law Professor Scott L. Cummings noted,
President Lyndon Johnson initiated the "War on Poverty" with the
creation of the Community Action Program (CAP) ... designed to
increase neighborhood control over the implementation of antipoverty
efforts by delegating authority to community action agencies to conduct
programs in the areas of education, health, job training, housing, social
services, and economic development . . . [and] required that all CAP
services be designed and administered with the "maximum feasible
participation" of community residents. (Cummings, 2001, p. 399)

3

The concept origineted with One Village One Product in Oita Prefecture, Japan. The purpose of that
campaign was to improve upon/refine locally available resources and to produce internationally
marketable goods. Inspired by this idea, the Thai government has been promoting industry at the local,
tambon, level through the manufacturing of specialty products based on native culture, traditions, and
nature. The tambon is an administrative unit, typically a collection of small villages or a town. (Thai
OTOP City.com, 2012).
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It is also worth noting that in 1964 the US government, led by President
Lyndon Johnson faced the same problems as some developing countries do today. The
US government utilized an anti-poverty strategy of facilitating economic opportunities
for the impoverished by injecting federal funds. Making ending poverty a national task
was followed up by a series of capability enhancement programs such as food stamps,
work-study, and healthcare, which exist to this day. The US became the world super
power it is today. These programs, historically and as a matter of fact, brought about
tangible results such as reducing poverty rates and improving the living standards of
US citizens.
I fully agree with Sen that providing economic facilities can help to develop
human capabilities. Those with enhanced capabilities are able to help them8elves. The
examples above support Sen's advocacy of provisioning economic facilities. Sen
asserts the positive role of the market and opposes regulations that impede the freedom
of people to decide where to work, what to produce, and what to consume. If
governments and policy makers understand the crucial meaning of economic facilities
as going beyond materialistic accumulation, they will then understand that they should
focus on increasing human capabilities and choices.

4.3 Social Opportunities
"Social opportunities" refers to social arrangements made for the well-being of
citizens by their government. Provisioning social opportunities is concerned with
creating and providing freedom and capabilities, not only basic necessities on the
individual level such as nutrition, health, clean water, and sanitation, but also
opportunities provided on the governmental level like healthcare, education, gender
equality, and so on. As with economic facilities, the government has an important role
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in providing these through public policy and procedures and in facilitating access to the
majority of the people.
Pointing to the importance of the provision of healthcare and nutrition, Sen
notes that economic development does not necessarily correlate to life expectancy,

The role of public provision of healthcare and nutrition, and generaJJy
of social arrangements, in mortality reduction in Europe and the United
States over the last few centuries has been well analyzed by Robert
Fogel, Samuel Preston and others. The time pattern of the expansion of
life expectancy in this century itself is of particular interest, bearing in
mind that the turn of the last century, even Britain-then the leading
capitalist market economy-still had a life expectancy at birth that was
lower than the average life expectancy for low~income countries today.
However, longevity in Britain did rise rapidly over the century,
influenced partly by strategies of social programs, and the time pattern
of this increase is of some interest. (Sen, 1999a, p. 49)

Despite the fact that Britain was the world's leading capitalist market
economy, the state of healthcare in the society as a whole was unsatisfactory; life
expectancy at birth was lower than that of low-income countries today. However, the
situation improved rapidly as the British government gave more attention to social
programs. This strongly suggests that the provision of public healthcare is dependent
on government policy, and has nothing to do with economic status.
Access to quality healthcare enables people to take good care of their health
and sustain themselves in healthy conditions while education may impart general
knowledge and urge them avoid unhealthy habits. All these are things the government
can do to enhance human capabilities in the area of social opportunities.
As noted, education conveys basic capabilities for healthcare development;
Amartya Sen offers a broader perspective,

Consider an example. If education makes a person more efficient in
commodity production, then this is clearly an enhancement of human
capital. This can add to the value of production in the economy and also
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to the income of the person who has been educated. But even with the
same level of income, person may benefit from education-in reading,
communicating, arguing, in being able to choose in a more infonned
way, in being taken more seriously by others and so on. The benefits of
education, thus, exceed its role as human capital in commodity
production. The broader human-capability perspective would note-and value--these additional roles as well. (Sen, 1999a, pp. 293-294)

An educated person is a valuable resource for business. An educated worker
can produce more, generating more income for both himself and the organization,
subsequently leading to a better life. But more: that same educated person can deal with
social problems in ways that yield better solutions and benefits. Better-educated
individuals may be expected to be more rational and better at decision-making.
Therefore, the government should provide educational opportunities to all c~tizens as a
means of building up human capital. Such investment in human beings focuses both on
building up human capital and on the expansion of individual freedoms through
education as a capability.
According to Sen, education is a-kind of social opportunity that engenders
shifts in social attitudes and in the way we reason. Education and training enhance our
frames of thought, leading to a broader perception of society: "Our ability to think
clearly may, of course, vary with training and talent, but we can, as adult and
competent human beings, question and begin to challenge what has been taught to us if
we are given the opportunity to do so," (Sen, 2007, p. 35).
Freedom as capability to access basic healthcare and education is crucial for
improving the quality of life. However, there are many parts of the world where
citizens hardly have access to basic healthcare and education. Also, gender inequality
has long been one of the social issues engendering attention and debate. Gender
inequality leads to social deprivation, specifically among female groups, in terms of
education and employment opportunities. Even today, females in some countries are
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still treated with bias, as a special caste inferior to men. In tenns of education and
employment opportunities, it seems to be obvious for Sen that such deprivation ruins
capabilities,
There is, in fact, very extensive evidence of systematic differences
between the positions of men a,-,d women in poor countries and, indeed,
even in the rich ones. In the rich countries, the biases against women
seem to have typically taken the form of less education, less
satisfactory jobs, less decision-making power, more boring and
repetitive work, etc., which imply differences of capabilities related to
certain important aspects ofliving. (Sen, 1998, p. 378-379)
As per the above statement, we may consider educational and employment
levels as measures of the level of capabilities persons have to live the lives they desire.
Apart from these important notions, the following section presents additional evidence
of the importance of provisioning social opportunities.
4.3.1 Justification of the Social Opportunities Thesis
Good health is an element of a -good quality of life. We may expand this
concept to the country perspective, and imagine a case in which a country is in
financial crisis, fighting a huge public debt yet struggling to maintain basic public
healthcare. Mexico provides a concrete example.
This is an example of determined decision-making and painstaking
implementation by the government. The Mexican government carried out a healthcare
campaign bravely and for their people through a period of financial crisis. In spite of
the crisis, the campaign continued successfully, resulting in better quality of life for
Mexicans. According to Ana-Maria Wahl in "Economic Development and Social
Security in Mexico, 1945-1985: a Time-Series Analysis", Mexico declared bankruptcy
in 1982 and suspended payments of 62 billion USD to the US government. Despite this
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fact, Mexico's social security program, Solidaridad, continued. The program extended
healthcare services to rural areas. Wahl's interesting remarks include that social aid
programs like this can remain successful in times of financial crisis, and that this
program reassured the people that, in times of uncertainty, access to healthcare services
would be unaffected,

In other words, social protest may trigger certain welfare reforms while
debt crisis, fiscal constraints and dependency, more generally, may
preclude other reforms. Notwithstanding these limits, welfare reforms
which make health care more widely available to marginalized groups
in countries like Mexico attest to the pow~r of collective action.
Programs like Solidaridad Social may not compensate for rural
Wlemployment and other difficulties occasioned by debt crisis but
represent an important component of the broader set of changes
necessary to guarantee a better quality of life. (Wahl, 1994, p. 59} .

The Mexican case, as one instance, supports Sen's general notion of
.

development, that development is not just about income but also about improving
people's capabilities, in this case social opportunities in terms of healthcare services.
Providing subsidized basic healthcare to citizens enhances freedoms as
capabilities in fact. This is as simple and reasonable as it is that people take care of
themselves when they are in good health; their govepnnent takes care of them when
they are sick or incapable. In this case, the government lends a hand to support the sick
and incapable in return for the good things they have done for the country, allowing
their parents, relatives, and friends to live normal lives. This is, then, a kind of freedom
as capability to live the life one desires, as advocated by Sen.
Apart from public healthcare, the state has a central role in combating
illiteracy and suppressing the processes perpetuating social inequality. Below, we focus

4

A social welfare program implemented by the Mexican government to aid the rural poor.
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on the issue of basic education, including a critical assessment of public policy in this
field. Dreze and Sen, speaking of Nehru's stated ideals, write,

The elimination of ignorance, of illiteracy, of remediable poverty, of
preventable disease, and of needless inequalities in opportunities were
to be seen as objectives that are valued for their own sake. They expand
our freedom to lead the lives we have reason to value, and these
elementary capabilities are of importance on their own. (Dreze & Sen,
1995, pp. 183-4)

David Bloom and Matthew Hartley also argue that education not only benefits
the individual but that the benefits also extend to the society as a whole. They
conducted research examining post-school earnings and related social benefits for
graduate students in the US. The evidence indicates that skills training,_especially in
higher education, results in expanded job opportunities in the US. The researchers cite
evidence from the employment of education as a tool to fight poverty by the US
government,

In principle, higher education provides an array of public and private
benefits.... For example, the increased earnings that result from a
college education lead to greater tax revenues and enable increased
savings and investment. Skilled workers are likely to be more
productive, more creative in their development and use of new
technologies, more adaptable and better able 1o learn new skills, and to
have a greater knowledge of global economic and business conditions.
(Bloom et al., 2007, p. 299)

Their research also finds that government subsidies for education have
declined relative to increases in income and sustainability for both individuals and
institutions. This is another proof that education has a significant positive effect on
earning power. While the government is spending less, tax collections are up due to the
higher earnings of both individuals and institutions. The researchers conclude that as
the world approaches the so-called knowledge society, the governments of the poor
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countries should give higher priority to education, especially at the higher levels. This
means that the more education one has, the more capable he or she is to seize the
opportunities that globalization has to offer.
Akash Kapur, writer for many internationally famous magazines such as The

Economist and the New York Times, discusses the literacy campaign in Kerala, India in
"Poor but Prosperous: Development and Quality of Life Can't Always Be Measured
Purely in Economic Terms". The campaign was aimed at upgrading the literacy of the
local people and to cultivate their social and political responses,

Then, in 1989, Kerala's activist organizations kicked off a widespread
campaign for total literacy. Over a three-year period more than 350,000
volunteers fanned out across the state, taking their blackboards .and
textbooks to fishing villages, city slums, and remote tribal areas. In the
streets and in the fields the volunteers staged plays that adapted scenes
from traditional myths and everyday life to spark popular enthusiasm.
Classes were conducted outdoors, under shady trees, or in the singleroom houses of villagers. (Kapur, 1998, p. 44)

He notes that with the spread of education people became more involved in
social activities. Keralans gained confidence in expressing their concerns and sharing
their ideas in public. This is an example of how education enhances the quality of
people's lives.
It can hardly be denied that education is major factor in country development
and human capabilities enhancement. Education is also an investment of time and
money. The majority of the people in most countries lacks one or both of these and it is
in government hands whether or not they will be provided a proper education. The Thai
government implemented educational reform in 2001 stressing the importance of
education in enhancing the human capital of Thais and in improving the
competitiveness of the Thai economy. The policy, articulated in the Ninth National
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Economic and Social Development Plan, describes educational development as a core
value of Thai society,

Knowledge-Based and Learning Society
The Thai society should be a knowledge and learning society.
Learning opportunities should be created for all Thai people, designed
to promote logical thinking and life-long learning, so that people can
cope with changing conditions. Science and technology should be
strengthened, so that Thai society can benefit from local innovation,
creativity, and the accumulation of intellectual capital, in order to
increase international competitiveness and to appropriately supplement
Thai local wisdom and national traditions, culture and religion.
(NESDB, 2012)

The policy includes the decentraliz.ation of schools, teacher skill and
qualification development, and, relevant to the present discussion, the

S~dent

Loan

Fund (SLF) and Income Contingency Loans (ICL).
These loans inject liquidity into the educational system, expanding educational
opportunities for all Thais both urban and rural. The government grants soft
educational loans to the poor. These are long term below-market-interest loans, and the
borrower need not begin making payments until his or her income reaches 16,000 THB
a month.
The visions behind Kerala and Thai educatiotial policies converge in that both
see education as an intrinsic part of human development. Both governments acted to
lower obstacles to entering the educational system, enabling the people financially and
socially. In financial and social terms, these programs enhance the human dignity of the
people and certainly may be interpreted as capabilities enhancement.
Education can also endow freedoms as capabilities in terms of social status
and better living conditions. Hence, freedom as capabilities derived from education is
crucial to the development of a country. An interesting example of change in social
attitudes is given in a New York Times article reporting the first female to be elected
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Speaker of the Indian Parliament, despite India's long history of caste and gender
discrimination,

India's Parliament on Wednesday elected its first female speaker, the
daughter of a former deputy prime minister and a Dalit, a member of
India's lowest caste. Meira Kuman, 64, was elected unopposed and
immediately assumed her post. (New York Times, 2012)

The election of a woman of the lowest caste to Speaker of the Indian
Parliament could be seen as evidence of the development of freedoms as capabilities
for Indian women. Such phenomena make India one of the world's most flourishing
democratic states in terms of political freedoms.
Similarly, in South Korea the education of women has opened up_e~ployment
opportunities in government. According to Pan S. Kim, gender inequality in South
Korea has historically and down to the present been perpetuated by Confucian ideology
that bars women from formal education. Kim names a lack of education as a major
cause of the small number of women in the civil service,

The scarcity of women bureaucrats might have resulted from a number
of causes: a long history of authoritarian regimes, Confucianism, less
economic development, labor oversupply due to high population, and
others. Most importantly, lack of education might be a main cause of
women's under-representation in the civil service. The scarcity of
college-educated women in the civil service may reflect the small
proportion of college-educated women in Korean society as a whole.
(Kim, 1993,p.403)

Kim concludes that Confucianism impedes access of Korean females to formal
education, though the situation has improved since 1886. The number of females
receiving a formal education has increased and the number of females among college
graduates has climbed to 36 percent in two decades. In spite of the slow rate of change,
women in South Korea, at last, are no longer confined to their homes or to menial jobs.
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They now have opportunities to enter the educational system and to work for the
government.
Regardless, or because of, of the fact that there remain underprivileged Asian
females and that strong attitudes about them persist, the promotion of education for
both sexes by governments expands freedoms for both males and females and must be
continuing and vigorous. It is obvious from the examples given above that education is
a real factor in channeling ways of thinking towards more civilized ways of treating our
mothers, sisters, and female friends.
Lindy Williams and Michael Philip Guest have studied the relationship
between levels of education and delay of marriage among women in Vietnam,
Thailand, and the Philippines. In the past, Asian attitudes towards the early niarrlage of
women were greatly affected by culture and family. Women tended to marry early due
to social and cultural beliefs and economic necessity. Marriage was considered a way
of sustaining life. This has been especially true for the agricultural majority where
marriage is a way to increase the supply oflabor.
Today, however, other considerations argue against the desirability of early
marriage. Education and a knowledge of obstetrics give women a better awareness of
the health risks to mothers and children from early reproduction and divorce. Williams
and Guest conclude that higher education is a factor in decisions to delay marriage and
in gaining confidence and independence in society. Women in the study had more
choices in how to lead their lives, more career and lifestyle opportunities.
Williams and Guest show that education is effective in enhancing the
capabilities of women in Asia. If development means providing more freedom of
choice, education is one among the factors that call for attention from government. In
this connection, Lee Kuan Yew said,
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If you don't include your women graduates in your breeding pool
and leave them on the shelf, you would end up a more stupid
society.... So what happens? There will be less bright people to
support dumb people in the next generation. That's a problem. (Lee
Kuan Yew, 1983)

This means if the mother is not educated she cannot wisely teach her children.
Enabling women's access to education through training, subsidies, etc., as a kind of
freedom as capability, carries with it more benefits than we imagine. It can reduce the
severity of gender inequality, create more jobs for women, and generate small business
start ups, just to mention a few.
I conclude that healthcare brings with it a good quality of life and @~es people
more robust; education makes men and women better persons, better able to understand
others and the dynamic world around them. The most crucial social opportunities
encompass three major areas: healthcare, education, and gender equality. By
successfully addressing these three areas, governments can facilitate the political and
economic participation of the people. That, in turn, provides the basic human
capabilities allowing individuals to form and actively pursue the kinds of lives they
have reason to value.

4.4 Transparency Guarantees
Transparency guarantees are a class freedoms consisting in openness,
necessary disclosures, the right to access information, and tangible evidence of trust so
that all social contracts made between the administration and the citizens are clearly
defined and enacted. Sen notes that the lack of transparency in government can lead to
corruption, financial misconduct, and the violation of trust in the banking system. The
East and Southeast Asian financial crisis of 1997, which eventually required financial
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aid and supervision from the International Monetary Fund exemplifies the risks of a
lack of transparency,

The discipline of financial reform that the International Monetary Fund
tried to impose on the economies in default was, to a considerable
extent, linked to the lack of openness and disclosure and the
involvement of unscrupulous business linkages that were characteristic
in parts of these economies. These characteristics connect strongly with
a system of nontransparent commercial arrangements. When a
depositor places his or her money in a bank there may be some
expectation that it will be used, along with other money, in ways that
would not involve undue risk and could be openly disclosed. (Sen,
1999a, p. 185)

According to Sen, openness is the key to transparency. Openness refers to the
disclosure of information related to the intentions and results of governn.ie~t actions.
Intentions may appear in the form of policies, rules, regulations, etc. Results are the
effects of policies and procedures. Non-transparency occurs when intentions, rules, and
regulations are not clear. This causes a multi-lateral lack of trust between parties.
Results may affect ways of living, especially among the underprivileged. This is why
transparency must be guaranteed.
Sen argues on a larger scale, citing the recent East and Southeast Asian
financial crisis and blaming it partly on a lack of transparency, "But no matter how
these adjustments would have been best done, the role of transparency freedom--or
rather its absence-in the development of the Asian crises cannot be easily doubted,"
(Sen, 1999, p. 185).
For Sen, transparency guarantees pertain to all aspects of a society. Most
often, transparency guarantees are applied to government and seen as a critical
component of good governance and verifiability. This indicates that information on and
results of decisions must be available for public scrutiny. Being transparent,
governments gain the trust of the people. Transparency also makes it possible to fight
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the corruption that saps citizen benefits and hampers the development of the country as
a whole.

4.4.1 Justification of the Transparency Guarantees Thesis

A lack of transparency leads to corruption at all levels, especially in the
implementation of government policies, resulting in the squandering of public funds
and in deficient public development efforts. Corruption on the governmental level can
be understood in terms of conflicts of interest. That is, situations in which a governing

body uses its power unfairly, against the common interest, due to conflicting personal
interests.
George Kopits and Jon Craig (1998) note in "Transparency

in_G~>Vernment

Operations", that "Transparency in government operations is necessary for sound
government finances, good governance, and overall fiscal integrity". They further
emphasize that fiscal transparency boosts the confidence of a population in their
government. Ideally, a government is open to the public relative to its past, present, and
future fiscal activities as well as to the structures and functions that determine fiscal
policy and outcomes. Budget preparation and objectives should be declared in detail
and follow established timetables. Also, there should- be clear procedures for budget
execution, monitoring, and reporting to the public to ensure transparency,

In government operations, transparency is critical in the budget process,
tax policy and administration, and debt-financing operations. The tasks
involved at each stage of the budget process are usually specified in
some detail in the budget framework law or, less frequently, are based
on past conventions and rulings. (IMF, 1998, p. 122)

There can be no doubt that transparency is extremely important. From the
governmental perspective, it has to do with the openness of policies and
implementation to the public. However, transparency has as much to with the people as
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with the government. From the perspective of the people, transparency refers to the
right to know, media freedom, free access to information, and so on. The people should
have access, through personal contacts, the mass media, the Internet, and so on, to full
information on policies and implementation that may affect them, whether negatively
or positively, but that authority may wish to conceal for insufficient reason. According
to a report of the Organiz.ation for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD),
"Public Sector Transparency and International Investment Policy",
Public sector transparency is good not just for investors, but also for
effective public governance and development. Government can have
both positive and negative effects on development. Transparency
measures help to reduce governments' negative effects while enhancing
their positive contributions. (OECD, 2003, p. 3)

The report holds that transparency is a key factor in efforts of the people to
enhance their freedom to live the lives they prefer; this is a kind of development as
freedom. The government advances the development process by facilitating public
hearings and enhancing collaboration among groups in society.
However, although it may be easy to commit to transparency processes in
writing, putting them into practice is not so easy. John A. Young and his research team
have carried out a case study, reported in "Institutional Resistance to Assessment: A
Case Study of Rural Energy Development in Chinese and International Contexts'',
involving the evaluation of efforts to supply power and cooking gas to rural Chinese
households. They encountered obvious obstruction whenever they approached villagers
for inside information, with government authorities accompanying them. They
discovered the following two years later,

The electricity generator in the biomass plant remained idle from the
fall of 2001 until August 2004.... The Electricity Bureau refused for
three years to connect the electric generator in the biomass plant to the
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regional grid, and the Price Board set the projected price for the
eventual sale of electricity too low for the village to make a profit. ...
High concentrations of respirable particles and carbon monoxide at the
work site; inadequate work site ventilation; lack of guardrails and
carbon monoxide alarm system. (Young et al., 2007, pp. 53-54)

The report concludes that these negative results were the effects of a hidden
agenda from the beginning of the project, involving site selection, construction
arrangements, and conflicts of interest among corrupt officials. All this occurred
because there were no transparency guarantees giving access to information directly
affecting the quality of life, the environment, and human security. The principle of
public access to official documents, transparency guarantees on the governmental level,
should be put into practice by the government itself. That would ensure that policy and
implementation are undertaken for the happiness of the people.
More, the globalization of economies, politics, and culture has now broken
down traditional barriers to transparency in governance. A growing number of issues
that were formerly exclusive to only national or regional governments are increasingly
exposed to the public through the Internet and alternative media. In apparent support of
this trend, the OECD encourages government and private organizations to adopt
transparency practices: "This paper argues that the most important benefits of
transparency are linked, not only to attracting foreign investors, but to its instrumental
role in enhancing the accountability of both the business and government sectors,"
(OECD, 2003, p. 5).
Transparency International is a "global civil society organization leading the
fight against corruption. It brings people together in a powerful worldwide coalition to
end the devastating impact of corruption on men, women, and children around the
world" (Tl, 2012). Tl's Corruption Perceptions Index ranks 182 countries by how
corrupt their public sectors are perceived to be. The 2011 Index ranked New Zealand,
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Denmark,

Finlan~

Singapore, and Sweden as the five most transparent and least

corrupt countries in the eyes of the world community. Indeed, Sweden was the first
country in the world to enshrine the ideal of public access to information, in its Basic
Law of 1766, raising its status to that of the world's most effective promoter of
transparency (Fiorini, 2002).
Transparency is a required attribute of democratic regimes. Democracy is
good by definition and one of its core functional values, as we have seen, is in
enhancing the process of development. Definitely, in a narrow sense, all development
must incorporate public transparency, and democratic systems are more conducive than
non-democratic systems to the existence and survival of transparency in the long run.
Authoritarianism fundamentally tends in the opposite direction, given that the
centralization of power requires citizens to submit to the central government.
Authoritarian governments oppose to all kinds of individualism and liberalism. To put
it simply, authoritarian governments block access to governmental information, limit
media freedom, and limit any activities or movements likely to affect government
stability. Together, these limits leave the citizens in uncertainty and fear. This is
evident in Myanmar's ranking as l80t11, scoring 1.5, only slightly better than North
Korea and Somalia, while Thailand was ranked 80th, together with Columbia, El
Salvador, Greece, Morocco, and Peru. This indicates that Myanmar suffers a critical
lack of transparency with high levels of corruption in the public sector relative to New
Zealand, which ranked first in Tl's 2011 Corruption Perceptions Index (TI, 2011). This
bares the truth that human rights in authoritarian Myanmar are regularly violated and
that the people of democratic New Zealand have the right to criticize public policy.
Governmental transparency means that the people have the freedom as
capability to access information on all the decisions and actions taken by their
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government. However, the excessive use or misapplication of transparency may lead to
the leakage of highly confidential state information. Such leakage can threaten both the
state and the people. On the other hand, concealment can lead to corruption, and that is
unacceptable. To prevent harmful leakage, governments need to set up public
information release policies. Such policies are much superior to concealment policies
that can jeopardize transparency. Furthermore, if the people lack the freedom as
capability to access information for purposes of evaluation and monitoring, that
impedes country development.
The inclusion of transparency guarantees as a key measurement of country
development is vital, since transparency in fact makes major contributions to
development and manifests the level of development in terms of more transparent
government policies and procedures. Transparency is the true central pillar of honest
administration. It is a prior qualification for the exercise of any government, since
without access to clear, accurate, and up-to-date information, it is impossible to judge
whether the policies and procedures have been carried out transparently.
Three reasons that transparency is important to the development of a country
may be noted. First, transparency ensures that information on policies and procedures
are available and can be used to measure government performance and to guard against
the misuse of power. These, especially the possible misuse of power, affect the quality
of life of the people overall. Second, transparency is therefore critical to ensuring that
there is enough information regarding policies and management for the benefit of
public review and debate, before and after decisions made and actions taken. Third,
transparency and the outcomes of using it in public reviews and debates mandate good
governance by holding state entities responsible for their actions and ensuring that they
act for the good of the people.
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In "Corruption and the State", Nagarajan Vittal, Central Vigilance
Commissioner of Indi~ (2001) writes, "Political corruption, the misuse of public office
for private gain, is a global phenomenon capable of paralyzing a country's
development and diverting its precious resources from the public needs of the entire
nation." In his studies of corruption, Vittal concludes that corruption can destroy the
nation and cause severe damage to the economic development of the country.
In developing countries where people lack the freedom as capability to review
and monitor government policies and procedures, the powers of administration and of
litigation are always abused, creating opportunities for corruption and ever greater
abuse of power. On the other hand, countries with more transparency host lower rates
of corruption because decisions and actions affecting the well-being of the people must
be disclosed for public review, debate, and monitoring (Nagarajan, 2001, vol. 23).
The fight against corruption cannot be won by good govennnent alone, but
requires all of us uniting for the common good. Nevertheless, determined political
vision and good government has a necessary role in leading away from corruption and
on to the next stage of development. In "Corruption in Asian Countries: Can It Be
Minimized?", Jon S. T. Quah points to Singapore as a success stories of a
government's fight against corruption. Success in that fight requires "strong political
leadership". He writes,

Furthermore, the financial crises in Thailand, South Korea, Malaysia,
and Indonesia in 1997 have highlighted the problems of corruption,
cronyism and nepotism on one hand, and the need for more
accountability and transparency in government and banking operations
in these on the other hand. (Quah, 1999, p. 483)

Quah discusses anti-corruption efforts in Thailand, beginning in September
1972, when a five member Board of Inspection and Follow-up of Government
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Operations was appointed. Just before October of 1973 all the members were found
guilty of corruption. He praised Hong Kong and Singapore as the least corrupt
countries in Asia. They achieved that status because "both are blessed with political
leaders who are determined to remove the problem of corruption in their countries,"
(Quah, 1999, p. 483).

It is important to study why some countries are successful in the fight against
corruption while the others fail even though located in the same geographical area with
similar cultures and historical backgrounds. According to Quah, Singapore combats
corruption with a push-and-pull strategy: the government raised the salaries of
government officials to reduce the incentive to corruption--some senior positions earn
even higher compensation than corresponding positions in the US-while increasing
punishments of and campaigning against corrupt government officials (Quah, 1999,
p. 483).

Government must enact policies and conduct procedures in a transparent
manner in order to maintain a corruption free environment. If all information regarding
government decisions and actions were revealed, then it is doubtful that corruption
would occur. Corruption can be a lasting obstacle to the progress of economic
development. It robs from the well-being and the opportunities of the people of the
whole country. For example, corrupt governments are not able to initiate effective
poverty programs to aid the poor. On the other hand, an administration to which power
has been transferred through impartial general elections functions under close public
monitoring and fully legitimate public scrutiny.

4.5 Protective Security
Protective security refers to social safety nets aimed at preventing all kinds of
capability deprivation, such as illiteracy, hunger, starvation, undernourishment,
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unemployment, morbidity, natural disasters, and premature death. Sen insists that
human beings should have freedoms to fully gain the capabilities to select ways of life
and to lead the kinds of life they have reason to value. Protective security involves
government policies and procedures to secure freedoms of participation in political
processes and to uphold public transparency. Without protective security, the people
may not be able to express their political concerns about the administration of
government. Sen writes,
This is why protective security is such an important instrumental
freedom, and why social arrangements for safety nets are an integral
part of development itself. Even the otherwise highly illuminating
literature on "sustainable development" often misses the fact that what
people need for their security is not only the sustainability of Q_verall
development, but also the need for social protection when people's
predicaments diverge and some groups are thrown brutally to the wall
while other groups experience nothing like that. (Sen, l 999a, pp. 14-5)

In Sen's formulation, protective security is a part of development, especially
over the long term. In the absence of protective security, those confronted with
injustice may not dare to act against wrongdoers, affecting the social development of
the country.
In "Human Security-Protecting and Empowering the People", Sadako Ogata,

former United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees and Co-chair of the
Commission on Human Security, June 2001, along with Johan Cels brought human
security issues to the international arena with the new concept of human security. That
concept, based on the work of Amartya Sen has been a topic of on-going discussion at
the UN. Ogata and Sen define human security as,

Human security means protecting people from critical (severe) and
pervasive (widespread) threats and situations. It means using processes
that build on people's strengths and aspirations. It means creating
political, social, environmental, economic, military and cultural systems
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that together give people the building blocks of survival, livelihood and
dignity. (Ogata & Sen, 2003, p. 4)

This concept encompass the security of persons in contrast to traditional
concepts of security perceived in the context of national security: the protection of the
nation, national boundaries, the people as a whole, institutions, and so on. The
Commission on Human Security has embraced this movement beyond the statecentered view of security. The new concept of human security is one of, "protecting
people from severe and pervasive threats, both natural and societal, and empowering
individuals and communities to develop the capabilities for making informed choices
and acting on their own behalf," (Ogata & Cels, 2003, p. 273).
We can see that human security is quite a paradigm shift from the traditional
stance in which governments and powerful officials passively await complaints from
the people. Under the new concept. governments would be proactive in providing
security, addressing potential complaints beforehand with preventive measmes. This is
a radical idea that has been developed in far greater detail since it was initiated by
Amartya Sen.

4.S.1 Justification of the Protective Security Thesis Lam Peng Er, Professor of Political Science at the National University in
Singapore, has studied the roles the Japanese government has taken in promoting
human security in Southeast Asia following the Cold War. In "Japan's Human Security
Role in Southeast Asia", he claims that Japan's efforts to strengthen human security
have been solely for its own benefit, but that nevertheless, "Indeed, poverty reduction
and conflict prevention will enhance human security in Southeast Asia," (Lam, 2006,
p. 141).
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Japan took on an important role in Asia when it contributed 500 million yen
(4.2 million USD) to the establishment of the Trust Fund for Human Security in late
1998. The Fund had grown to 227 million USD by March of 1999, making it the largest
trust fund in the United Nations. The objective of the Fund is to translate the concept of
human security into concrete action by supporting projects implemented by
international organizations that address threats from the human security perspective.
The human security concept refers to the promotion of tasks or activities relating to a
"wide range of issues including conflict, development, economic st.ability, health and
sanitation, and education," (Lam, 2006, p. 141).
The lack of human security comes in many forms. Food security is one of
most challenging threats in the world today. Food security is an 'urgent and
overwhelming concern of scholars worldwide, not only due to growing populations,
falling energy sources, and food shortages but also as regards food entitlements.
Amartya Sen realizes the importance of entitlements,
Undernourishment, starvation and famine are influenced by the
working of the entire economy and society-not just food production
and agricultural activities. What we have to concentrate on is not the
total food supply in the economy but the "entitlement" that each person
enjoys: the commodities over which she can establish her ownership
and command. People suffer from hunger when they cannot establish
their entitlement over an adequate amount of food. (Sen, l 999a, p. 162)
Human security is vital because those who feel unsafe may avoid entering
into situations that they fear may harm them. Those who feel unsafe can hardly do
everything they wish to do. Such feelings motivate them away from things such as
potentially harmful relationships or potentially dangerous situations. Finally, fear can
also be used by others to control those who feel unsafe. A lack of security in any field
blocks freedom as capability to do many things, such as going about one's daily
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routines, exercising political rights, entering into social activities, acting to retain
rights, and so on. That, in tum, impedes development and diminishes the well-being of
the people and of the country.
In its definition of human security, the UNDP Human Development Report for

1994 specifies that the scope of global security should be expanded to include threats in
seven areas: economic security, food security, health security, environmental security,
personal security, community security, and political security (Human Security Reports
Project, 2012). This Report may be seen as the first significant attempt at articulating a
broad approach to human security, as well as proof that human security ha.4) become a
global issue.
UNDP' s vision is precisely correct. The most significant attribute of its
broad conception of human security is its vital focus on the individual. Though human
security does not mean exactly the same as human development, these· two fulfill each
other in multiple ways. It makes sense that if people lack food and a healthful
environment, they thereby lack the freedoms as capabilities to do things they value. As
a result, governments must ensure food security and healthful environments for the
people. Human security is crucial to human development and the quality of life. Hence,
based on the UNDP report, new development strategies should emphasize enhancing
capabilities, protecting human dignity, and upholding the quality of life. As noted
above, living in an unsafe environment is not a happy life. Unsafe environments lead to
diminisbment of freedom as capability. These hazards should put pressure on
governments to develop new initiatives and policies to save lives and to elevate living

standards.
Living in a safe environment includes living without threat of disease and
unhealthy conditions. Fear today comes in various forms: fear of infectious diseases,
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disasters, wars, and so on. These threats constitute the lack of human security,
undermining capabilities. Only if these threats are addressed comprehensively, will the
people of a country be able to progress in a human way of life. From an integrated
view, without taking appropriate care, harm from not being secure can expand from a
domestic concern to the greater public domain, for example an infectious virus
affecting a single family may spread to become an epidemic.
Examples of inadequate care leading to threats in the greater public, indeed
global, domain include the outbreaks of SARS, Bird Flu, and Swine Flu. In
"Combating Infectious Diseases in East Asia: Securitization and Global Public Goods
for Health and Human Security", Mely Caballero-Anthony, Associate Professor at S.
Rajaratnam School of International Studies, Singapore, writes,
Although the SARS outbreak lasted for five months and infected 8,098
people, with 774 deaths, it demonstrated how the pandemic became
more than health crisis. Its impact was not limited to the loss of lives
alone, but extended to socioeconomic, psychological . . . of affected
countries. (Caballero-Anthony, 2006, p. 105)
It is true that disease and fear of disease can have socioeconomic and
psychological effects. In terms of society and the economy, the spread of disease
creates fear among people traveling both within their own countries and abroad. Intracountry, people worry that traveling may disperse disease into city centers and business
areas. Internationally, individuals hesitate to travel into infected areas of the world.
These hesitations affect the economy of every country. Therefore, in a global
pandemic, every country as a member of one world community must take emergency
measures and allow for the allocation of necessary medicines; countries that are
incapable of preventing possible outbreaks across their borders must permit other
countries to assist.
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A number of contemporary factors can accelerate the spread of disease. Large
cities with millions inhabitants are ideal breeding places for infectious disease agents,
and extreme weather due to climate change, such as flooding and extreme heat, create
ideal environments for the multiplication of disease agents. The disease menace calls
for regional cooperation for the good of humanity worldwide. The lack of security of
the areas of health and environment undermines human development, entailing a lack
of freedom as capability.
The lack of security from natural disaster is exemplified by the Southeast
Asian earthquake and tsunami of 2004. According to the World Health Organization,
11 countries, including Thailand, were affected, killing more than 225,000 people and
leaving approximately 1.2 million homeless. The WHO states that the disaster is likely
to have been the most severe of our era, requiring effective government relief and
urgent recovery action (WHO, 2012).
Massive natural disasters of this sort are nearly impossible to prevent or even
to predict. The best strategy for governments is to set up preventive measures like
effective warning systems to ensure timely evacuation. It is in the hand of government
to maintain the confidence of the people in times of natural disaster. The government
must do whatever is in its power to prepare, including innovation and development,
enacting and enforcing laws, raising environmental awareness through education,
disaster survival guides, and so on.
Following the tsunami, the Thai government invested a great deal in effective
monitoring and early warning systems, educated people how to survive a tsunami, and
conducted regular survival drills with impromptu tests of warning systems. These
efforts have been successful and gained recognition for Thailand as well as the
confidence of international visitors. Insecurity affects Thai tourism in that fear of
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natural disasters influences decisions to visit Thailand and restricts travel for those
already in the country. Considered in this way, we may say that the tourists already in
the country but unable travel as they wish lack freedom as capability. Without quick
response from the government to ensure the security of life, the damage to Thai tourism
would be incalculable. Tour agencies, hotels, and restaurants would be forced to
downsize their businesses and lay off workers. In the long run, consequent social and
economic problems would undermine the freedoms of people in doing the things and
living the kinds of lives they value.
Protective security is thus a universal concept that every government should
embrace as social policy. Perceptions of a lack of security from all kind of threats hang
over the heads of the people, regardless of the development of technology, levels of
education, or state of the economy.
When people wake up every day in potentially unsafe environments, with
fears of disease, war, terrorists, or military force, they have difficulty carrying out their
daily lives, both social and economic. That, in turn, leads to failures in social and
economic systems.
5

Kofi Annan, defines human security as,

Human security, in its broadest sense, embraces far more than the
absence of violent conflict. It encompasses human rights, good
governance, access to education and healthcare and ensuring that each
individual has opportunities and choices to fulfill his or her potential.
Every step in this direction is also a steep towards reducing poverty,
achieving economic growth and preventing conflict. Freedom from
want, freedom from fear, and the freedom of future generations to
inherit a healthy natural environment--these are the interrelated building
blocks of human-and therefore national-security. (GDRC, 2012)

5

Seventh Secretary General of the United Nations, 1Jan1997 to 31Dec2006.
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If we think logically about the issues of protective security in a broader
perspective, we can see that it is one of the leading tools for building peace and human
development as well as for enhancing the well-being of the people of the whole
country. Once protective security is implemented, people will live their lives without
fear, equipping them with freedoms that render capabilities.

CHAPTERS
CONCLUSION

In the past, concepts of development have primarily been based on the
assumption that economic growth is desirable, associating development with income,
labor, wealth, employment, industrialization, and the like. Adam Smith articulated the
modem economic concepts of laissez-faire, the division of labor, etc. as among the
most important elements of the wealth of nations. Karl Marx advocated fair wages and
socially equal treatment for the working class leading to better living for all. Marx also
argued for maintaining the prosperity of society by keeping labor productive in all
economic activities. John Maynard Keynes put forward the concept of full-employment
and advocated macroeconomic roles for government in maintaining national economic

growth. All understood material prosperity as the goal, though with different
approaches. They were too bound up with materialistic values, even tying the
perception of pleasure or happiness to pmchasing power and the accumulation of
wealth.
It is true that some philosophers, Aristotle and Jeremy Bentham for example,

have discussed the value of happiness and pleasure in the society through ethics.
Nevertheless, economists continued to dwell on materialist concerns, finally reaching
the point of ineffectiveness where a purely materialistic view could no longer cope with
the problems. The paradigm for economic development has now shifted to
development as equivalent to freedom and the role of government in providing real
freedoms that expand the capabilities of individuals. This concept was introduced by
Amartya Sen and focuses on human-oriented development, centered on multidimensional human well-being in the political, economic, and social realms. Sen argues
that the real objective of development is to expand human freedom, and that that
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implies an overall duty to remove obstacles that limit the abilities of persons to make

free choices. Sen expresses the concept succinctly,

Development requires the removal of major sources of unfreedom:
poverty as well as tyranny, poor economic opportunities as well as
systematic social deprivation, neglect of public facilities as well as
intolerance or overactivity of repressive states. (Sen, 1999a, p. 3)

Sen' s concept of development puts human development and people at the
center. The core interest is in what people are capable of being and doing, how they can
become capable of living the kinds of lives that they value. In orc!er to achieve the goal
of living the kinds of lives persons value, they must be provided with freedoms. Sen
defines five categories of freedom that individuals require to fulfill human_ aspirations
as free beings.
Sen insists that, along with other political rights, people must have political
freedoms allowing them to choose their political regime as well as those who
administer the country. Governments must provide economic facilities as necessary
tools for individuals to progress in economic affairs, and social opportunities giving
universal access to such facilities as education and health care. Transparency must be
guaranteed, allowing the people to combat and prevent corruption, and all kinds of
illegal action by the government, with the information thus available. Finally,
protective security is necessary to protect the people from all kinds of misery, such as
poverty, famine, natural disasters, and unemployment.
We can see that the concept of development has evolved from primitive and
crude formulations to the very precise and subtle human formulations put forward by
Amartya Sen. The triumph of these new formulations over prior mainstream concepts
of economic development is certain, but there remain challenges to their practicability.
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S.1 Mutuality of Ethical and Sustainable Development
The fundamental goal of economic production is not just to multiply
produced goods, nor to make profits, nor to acquire power, but to serve
people in their material, intellectual, social, and spiritual needs.
(Ouimet, 2003, p. 5)
Its scientific approach gives mainstream economics a stronghold on perceived
practicality, taldng an exclusively materialistic approach with numerical data, such as
GDP, per capita income, distribution, consumption, and rates of employment. The very
benevolence and imaginativeness of Amartya Sen's theories, in contrast, may make
them seem too fragile to tackle real-world problems. Experience, shows that they are,
in fact, quite practicable.
Proof of the practicability Sen's theories is provided in a demonstration
reconciling of Sen's concepts with successful business operations. !-Robert Ouimet

6

set up an experimental project as part of his PhD. research in Economics and Social
Sciences at the University of Freibourg, Switzerland. He put several years and a great
deal of effort into blending Christian spirituality into real business practices. Known as
Our Project, it served as a management model for his group of companies.
The challenge was improving the well-being of the people in the company
while maintaining profitability, sustainability, and competitiveness. Features of
Ouimet's project blending human well-being with real business strategies, by chance
coincide with Sen's ideas. Specifically, the Six Responsibilities laid out by Ouimet
closely resemble Sen's five instrumental freedoms. Ouimet writes, "It is possible to

6

J.-Robert Ouimet is chainnan of the board and Chief Executive Officer of Holding O.C.B. Inc.,
Cordon Bleu International Ltd., and Piazza Tomasso International Inc. This group of companies,
founded by his father, J.-Rene Ouimet, in 1933, is the most important Canadian producer and marketer
ofltalian pasta frozen food products. Dr. Ouimet is also president of the To God Go Foundation.
(Notreprojet, 2012).
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reconcile economic profitability with human and spiritual values. It is just as realistic to
participate in the growth of people's well being at work," (Ouimet, 2003, p. X).
The first of the six responsibilities is to the people who work in the company,
including their families with their economic and social lives. This responsibility would
seem to correspond to Sen's concepts of political freedoms, social opportunities, and
protective security,

the company must encourage every activity that increases solidarity,
brotherhood, compassion, human dignity, and people's development.
Such activities must be carried out in a climate of justice, fairness,
freedom, and discipline so as to contribute to constantly growing
efficiency and productivity. (Ouimet, 2003, p. 3)

The second responsibility is to consumers: "The company must listen to
people when they express their needs; it must lend an ear to today's and tomorrow's
consumers of its products" (Ouimet, 2003, p. 3). This policy of listening as a role of
management is parallel Sen' s insistence on transparency.
The third responsibility applies to executives and managers, "But above all,
they must strive for excellence in the technical, scientific, professional, human, moral,
and spiritual exercise of their responsibilities" (Ouimet, 2003, p. 3). This could be
interpreted as saying that executives should behave as good Christians and act in
accordance with the Christian teachings of, for example, love and faith. This
responsibility overlaps with Sen's concept of transparency guarantees.
The fourth responsibility has to do with higher morality among high-ranking
management, reflecting a Christian moral perspective. This responsibility again
corresponds to transparency guarantees,

the administrators and stockholders have the duty to support, and
communicate with, each other; to do what is necessary to increase the
transparency of their decision, to make recommendations, and to make
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necessary decisions in the interest of the company's development and
in line with Our Project's spirits; they have the duty to build the future
by taking advantage of expansion opportunities that present themselves,
by launching new products, by building up appropriate financial
reserves, etc. (Ouimet, 2003, p. 4)

This emphasizes that those few with higher status in the company shoulder
greater responsibility and should be held to higher moral standards than ordinary
employees. This could be compared to Sen' s insistence that political leaders and
governments be subject to transparency guarantees.
The fifth responsibility is that the company should serve the community with
generosity, justice, and fairness as well as to cooperate with government, especially as
regards environmental concerns. The sixth responsibility once agah!

~eals

with

spirituality and morality in a way which obviously corresponds to Sen's notion of wellbeing as well as with Ouimet's implicit Catholic Christianity. These two
responsibilities were the core focus of the experiment and gained Ouimet worldwide
recognition for blending business and ethics. The experiment was a success, yielding
both long-term growth in the happiness and well-being of people and sustainable
profitability for the company. For Ouimet neither goal may be sacrificed for the other,

The two ultimate goals of human work in a company are to contribute
to the long-term growth, on the one hand, of "happiness and better
living" of people and their families, and, on the other, of the company's
competitive profitability. (Ouimet, 2003, p. 4)
Ouimet finds further proof of the practicality of pursuing both goals in the
succession of his company to the third generation,

Since 1933, the companies studied have been in competition with
enormous multinationals. Many of these have disappeared or been
taken over. The companies studied, those of the Holding OCB Inc.,
continue to develop. The 3rd generation, which also wants to continue
Our Project, is progressively taking over. In North America, please
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note, less than 5% of companies are successfully passed on to the
generation. (Ouimet, 2003, p. 29)

3rd

Most people view economy and ethics as incompatible, the first having
exclusively to do with profitability and wealth, the second with courtesy and polite
manners. Ouimet's case is an illustration of how the two can be merged concretely and
put to real use with each reinforcing rather than annulling the objectives of the other.
5.2 Filling out Sen's Conceptualization of Development
The reconciliation of ethics with real business has been successfully
demonstrated and accepted, in both the academic and the business world. Even so,
there remains gap that must be filled to ensure that development is truly sustainable. I
refer to environmental and ecological concerns.
Ecology

~

been defmed as "the study of environmental systems, or as it is

sometimes called, the economy of nature," (EOEARTH, 2012). "Environment" usually
refers to things relating to nature as opposed to things man made. Ecology's concern
with "systems means that ecology is, by- its very nature, not interested in just the
components of nature individually but especially in how the parts interact,"
(EOEARTH, 2012). Thus, ecology is concerned with the relations, for example
hierarchies and linkages, among all species, hunian, fauna, and flora, and the
environment. Such systems of relations can exist and evolve only if all species
participating in them proceed by the course of nature; otherwise they collapse.
The current environmental situation is an undeniable menace that Sen has
failed to integrate into his agenda He does occasionally acknowledge the significance
of environmental concerns, but mostly he emphasizes the enhancement of human wellbeing. In the meantime, the environmental situation, including global warming and
consequent climate change will impact the entire development process in which we
endeavor so painstakingly. The environmental situation and ecological conservation
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have only recently begun to be taken seriously. Ecological haz.ards that were once
considered mere possibilities are now materializing as formidable threats. Genuinely
sustainable development, then, requires that we take ecological concerns seriously and
incorporate them into the concept of development.
Concerns about the deteriorating condition of the natural environment
affecting human development have, in fact been expressed in the UN report, Our

Common Future:
We are now forced to concern ourselves with the impacts of ecological
stress; degradation of soils, water regimes, atmosphere, and forests
upon our economic prospects. We have in the more recent past been
forced to face up to a sharp increase in economic interdependence
among nations. We are now forced to accustom ourselves_ to an
accelerating ecological interdependence among nations. Ecology -and
economy are becoming ever more interwoven loc.ally, regionally,
nationally, and globally into a seamless net of causes and effects.
Impoverishing the local resource base can impoverish wider areas:
deforestation by highland farmers causes flooding on lowland farms;
factory pollution robs local fishermen of their catch. Such grim local
cycles now operate nationally and regionally. Dry land degradation
sends environmental refugees in their millions across national borders.
(WCED, 1987, p. 5)

Ecological instability is an imminent hazard that endangers human well-being
and jeopardizes social and economic development. Natural resources should be
considered to be as important as other types of capital for driving country development.
As Barbier writes,

An increasing number of economists now accept that there is a third
form of "capital" or "economic asset" that is also crucial to the
functioning of the economic system of production, consumption and
overall welfare. This distinct category consists of the natural and
environmental resource endowment available to an economy, which is
often referred to generally as natural capital. (Barbier, 2005, p. 11)
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We need to be giving as much concern to the earth as we do to ourselves. It is
obvious from a nwnber of recent reports of ecological abnormalities in every region of
the world that we must not ignore such events, otherwise those of subsequent
generations will not be able to survive, let alone develop. Following is an example of
the kind of global warming issue, which affects all of us in every part of the world.

The global output of heat-trapping carbon dioxide jwnped by the
biggest amount on record, the U.S. Department of Energy calculated, a
sign of how feeble the world's efforts are at slowing man-made global
warming. The new figures for 2010 mean that levels of greenhouse
gases are higher than the worst case scenario outlined by climate
experts just four years ago. (USA Today, 2011)

The well-being of the ecology equates to, even transcends, 0.!1f own wellbeing. History demonstrates that every advance of hwnanity and civilization can be
dwarfed by the forces of nature. Without a realization of the importance of ecology, we
stand unimmunized against all perils. Our economies, affluence, social-political
systems, education systems, and so on could be brought to nothing overnight. It is not
sufficient to care for the ecology passively by avoiding environmental destruction; we
also need to focus on conservation and reclamation.
Remarking on one of the first international- attempts to cope with industrial
pollution, Karl H. Segschneider writes in "l 0 Years After Rio: Debating Development
Perspectives",

However, some important new conceptual approaches towards the
human/nature relationship were introduced by Stockholm. World
legislation in general and the OECD Council in particular (1972 and
1974) introduced the "Polluter Pays Principle" into economic
development practices. (Segschneider, 2002, p. 7)

The Polluter Pays Principle, PPP, is quite a capitalist approach to combating
pollution. The strategy is simple: those who use more pay more. The United Nations
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Environment Program (UNEP) has summarized this as, "The 'polluter pays principle'
states that whoever is responsible for damage to the environment should bear the costs
associated with it," (UNEP, 1995, p. 13).
The Carbon Credit program takes a similar approach, utilizing financial
incentives to encouraging industrial countries to reduce industrial air pollution. The
Carbon Credit program is a financial innovation for a clean world allowing developed
countries to purchase emissions quotas above their allocation from developing
countries. The developed countries as the major polluters pay for increasing their
demand for carbon credits and the money generated benefits the developing countries
in the form of infrastructure for clean projects and green investment.
Greenpeace's guide to the Kyoto Protocols explains carbon credif trading as
follows,

This means that developed countries whose emissions are less than
their assigned amounts can sell the unused portion to countries whose
emissions exceed their assigned amounts. The net result is the same as
if both countries achieved their commitments, since emissions are
deducted from the assigned amount of the selling country and added to
the assigned amount of the buying country. (Greenpeace International,
2012)

The sustainability of development, in general perception and in fact, relies on
the sustainability of ecological and environmental resources. Ever increasing
consumption and development based on greed can be named as the major cause of
environmental destruction. The ecology can no longer be taken for granted, and Sen' s
concept of development must now be filled out by integrating ecological concerns.

5.3 Sen's Advocacy of Both Negative and Positive Freedoms
Of the two concepts of freedom regularly mentioned in political and social
science it seems to be generally agreed that Sen emphasizes positive over negative
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freedoms. I would argue that this perception is not accurate. Rather, Sen includes both
as components of a tangible and practicable framework for development. The roles, and
consequently presence, of negative and positive freedoms in the five instrumental
freedoms articulated by Sen may be illustrated by simply matching them up. First we
define these two types of freedom from the philosopher most associated with
identifying them. He writes,

[Freedom in what] I shall call the "negative" sense, is involved in the
answer to the question "What is the area within which the subject - a
person or group of persons - is or should be left to do or be what he is
able to do or be, without interference by other persons?" The second,
which I shall call the "positive" sense, is involved in the answer to the
question "What, or who, is the source of control or interference that can
determine someone to do, or be, this rather than that?" (Berlin~ 1958,

p.2)

-

Negative freedom for Berlin is a condition in which restrictions on freedom
are lifted or eliminated so that people can do or be without interference, obstacle, or
coercion from others. Positive freedom has two components, one exercising freedom
through one's personal agency, the other exercising freedom through a representative.
Sen's account of positive and negative freedoms is similar,

One approach sees freedom in "positive" terms, concentrating on what
a person can choose to do or achieve, rather than on the absence of any
particular type of restraint that prevents him or her from doing one
thing or another. In contrast, the "negative" view of freedom focuses
precisely on the absence of a class of restraints that one person may
exercise over another, or indeed the state may exercise over individuals.
(Sen, 1987a, p. 6)

For Sen, then, negative freedom is a condition in which unfreedom is
removed, that is, in which people can do or be what they desire without obstruction;
positive freedom obtains in occasions in which people are free to do or to be whatever
they desire on a reasonable basis. This indicates that Berlin's and Sen's concepts of
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positive and negative freedoms converge. We may now apply the concept of liberty
articulated by both Berlin and Sen to Sen' s development agenda of five instrumental
freedoms.
I) Political Freedoms: these involve the right of the people to express their
opinions about their government and political leaders, including, but not limited to, the
right to vote and to participate in political movements. In the positive sense, this means
the right to choose the regime and the leaders, to give political criticism, to participate
in public referendums, and the like. In the negative sense, these freedoms entail the
removal of obstacles to and interference with political participation. While Sen explains
these freedoms mainly from the positive perspective, we can see them from the other
perspective in their negative sense.
2) Economic Facilities: These freedoms are concerned with providing equal
economic opportunity, including a fair market environment, for alt. In the positive
sense, they include rights, entitlements, and opportunities to participate in economic
activities. In the negative sense, economic facilities consist in the removal of
discrimination, obstacles, and business interference, giving fair access to the utilization
of economic resources.
3) Social Opportunities: These freedoms include social arrangements
conducive to education, healthcare, longevity, gender equality, and the like. These
freedoms are positive in that they provide opportunities to do and to be on the basis of
being human. They are negative in that they include the absence of obstacles to
participating in these social opportunities.
4) Transparency Guarantees: These freedoms include trust and openness at
every level of society, with emphasis on relations between the state and the people.
Transparency guarantees allow citizens to question the government about policy, how it
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spends state revenues such as taxes, and implementation. In the positive sense this
means the right to inquire into government affairs and the government's obligation to
openness and transparency. In the negative sense, transparency guarantees include the
absence of interference from the government to checks and balances by the people.
5) Protective Security: This is the social safety net, and includes government
arrangements and implementation of measures to protect the people from and/or
alleviate the effects of misfortune, for example famine, starvation, unemployment,
epidemic, and natural disaster. These freedoms undergird the people's freedom to carry
on their nonnal lives without undue hardship. In the positive sense, with these
freedoms the people are prepared and secured by government to face the difficulties
and miseries that may arise, empowering them to live their lives with full capabilities
even in hard times. In the negative sense, these freedoms are the elimination of
obstacles to those security measures, allowing the people to live their lives as nonnal.
I conclude that Sen definitely does not one-sidedly advocate positive freedoms
as most assume. Although at a first glance Sen seems to be pro-positive freedoms, if we
consider more closely, we discover negative freedoms in his work as well. Sen's
concepts embrace both senses of freedom.

5.4 Suggestion for Further Research
Sen's concept of development, focusing on human beings and on expanding
their freedoms to choose the life they value, is the new paradigm of national
development.
Although to some extent Sen includes ecological concerns in his work, the
significance of these concerns seems insufficiently appreciated. I think that we should
place greater value on the world in which we live. We must not only realize the
necessity of the ecology but also integrate it seriously into the development agenda. We
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must not ignore this in any full program of development; otherwise, we as humanbeings will be deprived of the capability to live. Without sufficient concern for the
ecology, development cannot be considered sustainable.
I therefore propose a core basis of development consisting of 3Es: Economics,
Ethics, Ecology. All three must be interwoven in the development process, analogously
to ecology itself with its relationships among living species.
Centuries of economic development have scarred the environment with land,
water, and air pollution and with deforestation. These should be among our immediate
concerns. It is agreed by all that our world is approaching crisis due to economic
policies primed for increases in productivity and wealth, regardless of the effects on the
environment.
I suggest then, that subsequent studies of sustainable development should
include ecology among their concepts. We, all of humanity, must work hand-in-hand to
create a one-world policy making ecological concerns a serious topic of development
so that we may have genuine well-being with the opportunity to live the kinds of lives
we have reason to value.
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